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Abstract
Amethod ofdesigning a readable book that does not require the user to have
expert knowledge ofbook layout is studied and implemented by designing a
computer software program.Traditional book design techniques are
researched and the findings are used to plan the software's workflow and func
tionality.The concept is based on the use ofpre-defined typographic options
that the user can choose from to meet the particular needs of an individual
book project. Other features guide the user through the book design process
using a step-by-step approach.Aworking demonstration version of the soft
ware concept is developed and presented to a group ofgraphics-industry pro
fessionals who have various degrees ofgraphic and book design experience.
Their feedback is reported using a questionnaire. Upon evaluating the






The intent of this thesis project is to explore the development ofa new
method ofdesigning book pages and how thatmethod might be implemented
as a software application.This tool is intended for both the busy graphic
designer and the non-designer as well.
The approach under investigation would provide the user with an interac
tiveway ofmaking selections from a catalog ofpre-defined page element
styles, and combining them to build book pages.The userwould be able to try
"what-if
"
scenarios ofdifferent element styles,with the software providing an
on-screen representation ofhow a finished page will appear given the choices






Together, these elements make up a book's pages. Such a software toolwould
provide collections ofpage element styles that the user would be able to select
from for the job at hand.The focus of this project is onmaking pages for "sus
tained
1
that could be read for long periods of timewithout causing
discomfort. Readability factors would be taken into account in addition to
appearance decisions: type size, leading, line length, and so on.
To the graphic designer, the advantage of this approach is the speed in
which layouts could be created for evaluation, compared to using pencil and
paper or generalized graphics software. For the non-designer, such a system
would lead them step by step through the page-building process.And by pro
viding feedback about the effects of type size, line length, and other typo
graphical factors, to prevent any user from making an unreadable book.
To speed up the process, and as an aid to the user unfamiliarwith how the
parts of a book are related typographically, another concept to be explored is
that of linked element styles. For example, if a book's text type size or face were
changed that information would move through the system and would be able
to automaticallymake specification changes to dependent styles.
This projectwill dealwith what Hochuli and Kinross refer to as macro-
typography,2
or layout issues: page format, the size and placement of the type
area in the page margins, the organization ofheadings and subheadings, etc.




and letter spacing, typeface selection, and so on, will not be dealtwith.These
micro-issues are outside the scope of this project; there are many issues worthy
offuture research and investigation.
Backgroundandsignificance
The concepts under investigation have been inspired by thework ofProfessors
Archie Provan and Hermann Zapfof the Rochester Institute ofTechnology.
Theirwork involved a scheme ofbook page layout and typographic specifica
tion bymaking a catalog ofpossible styles for page elements. A designerwould
select from among these and specify them by the code number assigned to
each.3The defined styles would include typesetting specifications for the com
positor's use.
About twenty years ago, Stanley Rice developed a similar idea, but took a
different approach. He filled a volumewith samples ofdifferent settings for
book page text elements.A designerwould select styles for paragraphs, chapter
openings, fists, and so on, by looking them up in the book andmarking up the
manuscriptwith their associated
codes.4The typesetterwould knowwhat each
code meant, saving time and simplifying communication between designer
and compositor. (See Chapter 2 for details.)
These ideas were developed before graphic design and production moved
off the drawing table and into computers. None knew of the "what you see is
what you computer display thatwould be introduced for personal com
puters in 1979 with the demonstration ofXerox's Alto system that showed the
future direction ofcomputing.5 Norwas foreseen the coming separation
between designer and typesetter, and the shift of typographic responsibility
that occurred in the mid-1980s with the arrival ofdesktop
publishing.6And
even more recendy, books are being produced with on-demand digital printing
systems that need to be fedwith formatted pages evenwhen, as Rice notes,
"... a designer is not available, or perhaps when the time is not available or
when the book has no real need for imaginative attention compared to other
more pressing design project
7
The system being explored in this projectwould have real use in today's
graphics world,when a book's designer might not even be a
"designer"
but
anyonewith a text file and access to aXerox DocuTech.
Reasonsfor interest
In this author's personal experience, book design is not a usual part ofmost
designers'
repertoire.Many have littie or no experience in how an extensive book
might be designed,what all the parts of the page and the book are and how they
are related typographically, and all too often, they have little time to learn.
[2]
INTRODUCTION
Existing page layout software gives the user all the control needed over a
document's appearance, but no guidance as to the factors that go into making a
readable page. Parts can be forgotten in the rush ofdesign and may be tacked
on laterwith little thought of their relationship to the whole book. Such a tool
as the one being investigated could go a longway in helping both designers
and non-designers create usable books quickly.
[3]
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(London: Hyphen Press, 1996), 32.
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This project's background is based on the work ofProfessors Archie Provan
and Hermann Zapfat RIT, and thewritings of Stanley Rice.Their concepts
ofhow books may be designed are rooted in what Rice calls "the visual
approach."
1
Basically, this approach involves presenting the book designer
with a catalog ofpossible styles and formats for the elements of a page.The
designer chooses the formats the book project requires and communicates the
typographic specifications to the typesetter by the use ofbrief, simplified
codes.This eliminates the tedious marking-up ofmanuscriptwith detailed
and repetitious typesetting specs. These methods also give the designer an idea
ofwhat the page will look like,without laboriously drawing layout after layout
to experimentwith different ways ofhandling the parts of a page.
Provan and Zapfapproach this problem by sketching out, in thumbnail







Each page element variation presented is identifiedwith a number. Paragraph
styles, for instance, are part of the
"800"
series, and each variation is assigned a
number in that series. As an example, style 805 is the code to specify para
graphs without any indents and separated by a blank line. Style 608 in the
headline/foodine series is the code for a headline set flush right at the top of
the
page.3
Using this scheme ofpictorial representations for page elements, the
designerwould select all the styles needed for a bookjob.The style codes
would then be used to set the typesetting specifications.
This approach has several advantages over the traditionalmethod ofmak
ing comprehensive page layouts (comps) on paper and then marking-up the
author's manuscript copywith detailed typesetting specs. Having all the possi
bilities available in one place in thumbnail form could show designers options
theymight not have thought of themselves, and serve as a reminder to prevent
any one element from not being considered as part of thewhole page and
book.The visual representations would be much more useful thanwritten
descriptions ofbook part styles. And the designer of such a system can control
what possibilities are made available to the user. Common typographic blun





tempted to make choices thatmight adversely affect the book's readability or
the good aesthetic sense of the software's designer.
In 1978, Stanley Rice's book Book Design: Text FormatModelswas pub
lished. Similar to the approach taken by Provan and Zapf, Rice calls his book
"an order catalog of
typography."5 Under the heading "advantages of the visual
approach,"
Rice writes:
"It requires considerable experience to specify text formats successfully
without seeing the finished product and comparing it to other possibilities.
Solutions are usually impossible to sketch, and thus it is seldom possible for
designers and editors to see and compare alternative settings for an editorial
formatwithout obtaining samples set especially for that purpose, at consider
able trouble and
cost."6 "It makes no sense to settle for verbal descriptions of
visual combinations when you can actually see
them."
7
What follows next in the book are 175 pages of examples showing different
ways of setting various page elements. Rice's idea is to provide a way for a
designer to select styles by looking up the options in his book as they are
needed, and using their associated style tags to mark up the author's manu
script.The typesetterwould already knowwhat each tagmeant in terms of
type
specs.8 Like the Provan/Zapf scheme, this simplifies and speeds copy
mark-up and reduces the possibility ofmiscommunication.
Limitations ofthese approaches
In Rice's book, the showings of the different styles ofpage elements are
divided into sections chapter openings, footnotes, running heads, and so on.
A designer using the book cannot see on one page how the different selections
that have been chosen combine to make aworkable book page.The designer
must flip through the pages while trying to form a mental picture of the page
created by all the different possibilities.
Neither approach deals with page format or margins. Likewise, readability
issues stemming from improper type size or too many
words on a text fine are
not addressed. But the basic approaches described here can be extended to take
advantage ofcurrent technologies and production workflows.The compositor
has been largely removed from the process. As soon as styles are chosen and
text flowed into the book document, it can be made ready for output. If the
document is printed on a digital device such as aXerox DocuTech system,
printing can start immediately.
[6]
Notes to Chapter2
i. Stanley Rice, BookDesign: Text FormatModels. (NewYork: R. R. Bowker, 1978),
vii.
2. Archie Provan and Hermann Zapf, Notes on book parts and layouts, AMs,
n.d., no pag.
3. Provan and Zapf, no pag.
4. Archie Provan. Interviewwith author, 18 March 1999, Rochester Institute of
Technology.
5. Rice, TextFormatModels, viii.
6. Rice, Text FormatModels, vii.
7. Rice, TextFormatModels, viii.
8. Rice, TextFormatModels, x.
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chapter 3:
Review of the Literature
Introduction
The designer ofa software program for the making ofbook pages needs to
understand the best practices ofbook designers down through the long history
ofprinting in theWestern world. In that light, research into book design is
presented in this chapter.
This information is organized according to a sequence recommended by
two writers on the subject. DouglasMartin suggests designing a book from
the inside out: lay out the text pages first, then the book's preliminarymaterial
(such as the tide and contents pages) and finally the glossary, index, and other
end-matter.1 JanTschichold lists a series of steps to followwhen planning a
book that starts with page size, proceeds to the fine length of the text fine, the
size of the margins, and then the composition of the text page and its various
parts.2A combination of these two plans provides the structure for the infor
mation on book design that follows.
Format
"Paper from time immemorial has been manufactured in sheets ofoblong
shape,"
and when these sheets are folded down and trimmed after printing,
smaller oblongs are the
result.3 Hence the rectangle that has become the stan
dard form ofbooks over the centuries.
The format, or size, ofa book's pages is often derived from the dimensions
of the press sheet. Individual pages are sized so that multiples may be printed
on the same large press sheet with a minimum ofwaste after folding and trim
ming.The stock sheet size varies from country to country, and the diversity of
book page sizes is "as old as printing itself."4The number ofpages that can be
made from a sheet, taking into account any necessary trim and bleed
allowances,may be used as a basis for selecting page sizes with the most eco
nomical use of the sheet.The size of the sheet printed, ofcourse, depends on
the capacity of the individual press
or digital printing device.
Multiple pages on a press sheet are arranged into an order that results in a
signature after the press sheet is
folded.5The number ofpages in a signature is
a multiple of four. The simplest is the four-page signature that is made by
folding a sheet once: this results in two pages on the front and two on the
back. Folding the sheet again makes an eight-page signature, folding it once
more makes a sixteen-page signature.The folded edge at the top must be
trimmed away to create leaves that the reader can turn, so a trim allowance
must be figured inwhen determining a possible page size for a given press
[8]
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sheet size.The standard trim allowance is %-inch.6 If the printed image on any
page in the signature bleeds off the edge, an additional Vs-inch must be added
at the bleed edge(s) for
trimming.7
Book formats are sometimes described by the number ofpages printed on
each side of the
sheet.8 If two pages on each side of the sheet, they are called
folio pages. Four pages on each side are quarto pages (written as "4to"), eight
pages octavo ("8to"), and sixteen pages sexto-decimo ("i6mo"). Depending on
their orientation on the rectangular press sheet, these formats have different
proportions. An octavo page is taller in proportion than a quarto page.
Standard sheet sizes used for book printing in the United States include:
23 x 35 inches, 25 x 38, 32 x 44, 35 x 45, 38 x 50 and 44 x
60.9 From this collection
of sheet sizes, many
"standard"
page formats result, taking into account trim
and bleed allowances.While the range ofpage sizes that are seen varies from
publisher to publisher and from one book project to the next, some typical for
mats are: 4% x 6 inches, 4 x 9, 6 x 9, 7 x 10, and 8% x 11.
10 Books may be
smaller and larger, but their sizes tend to cluster around these formats.
These page sizes are written with the horizontal page width dimension
given first and the page depth second.Most books are portrait orientation.
Oblong formats, also called landscape format, are wider than they are tall, and
are often used for illustrated art books if the photographs or reproduced paint
ings also share the landscape orientation. Books in upright formats are more
convenient to hold, offer their longer side for a stronger binding edge, and are
more common than oblong
formats.11
The width-to-height ratios of the above formats range from a squat 1 : 1.29
to a very tall 1 : 2.25.Two favored page proportions that have their origins in
the European Middle Ages are 1 : 1.33 and 1 : 1.5.
12 Page proportioning schemes
based on circles, squares, pentagons and other geometric figures have also been
derived and offer unlimited possibilities to the book designerwith a mathe
matical bent. Using the Golden Section proportions (1 : 1.62) thatwere much
admired by classical Greek architects is another common method ofdetermin
ing a format. Paperback books in the Penguin Classics series have a page size
ofin x 180 millimeters, the proportions of the Golden
Section.13
Any page size may be printed, but doing so economically is another mat
ter. A slight change to a dimension may allow more pages to be printed on a
sheet, saving press time and reducing
paper cost and waste. Given the varia
tions in press, sheet and page formats possible, consultingwith the printer and
binder is the key to creating pages for efficient manufacture.
Amore rigorous approach to
"standard"
paper sizes is the din/iso system
introduced in Germany in the
1920s.14The basic sheet size is the ao, measur
ing 841 x 1189 mm (31.1 x 46.8 inches),with an area of almost exactiy one square
[9]
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meter.The proportions of the ao sheet is i : V2 or about 1 : 1.41.This unique
proportion allows the sheet to be divided in halfalong its long edge, and the
smaller page that results is exacdy the same proportion as the larger; the us
sizes listed above do not allow this. One halfofan ao sheet is the standard size
ai
,
halfof an ai is an A2, and so on. An A4 page (8.27 x 11.69 inches) is roughly
us letter size.The use of the din/iso standard simplifies paper manufacture as
well as printing and binding equipment design and operation, but is not often
used in the United States.
Determiningpage size
A book's content can help to determine its proportions. Tall books can give an
impression of lightness,while squarer books seem more serious and stolid.15
Landscape oriented illustrations can be reproduced larger the more square the
book page is, and text in multiple columns fit better on a wider page than on a
narrow.The page format ofa book design job may be a given mechanical
requirement, such as 8 V2 x 11 inch pages to be drilled and snapped into a
three-
ring binder. The printing machinery used may only be capable ofhandling a
limited sheetwidth, such as a 13-inch wideXeikonweb-fed digital printer.The
cylinderwidth and cut-offof aweb litho press imposes restrictions on the size
of the printed pages it produces while minimizingwaste and press time.
If the book designer has some freedom in choosing a custom format, then
the book's width may be based on an optimal text fine length andmargin sizes.
The page depth may then be calculated by using one of the proportion systems
described above.16
In any case, the printer, the binder and the designer need to work together
before the design of the book proceeds to prevent unexpected expense and
material waste.
Type andMargins
"Success in book design depends mainly on the success in the design of the
text page ... it is here that the author and his reader can best be
served."
17
After the page size has been determined, the designer can turn to the layout of
its margins and type area.The place to start is with the selection of the text
typeface.
Type
"For bookwork, the most suitable types are the most self-effacing
ones."18
Gaudiness and flamboyance have littie place in text types intended for sus
tained reading. On the subject of selecting typefaces for business use that
[10]
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also has some relevance to types for books Erik Spiekermann notes that
these should "look fairly serious and go about [their] purpose in an inconspic
uous,well-organized
way."19 Book faces don't need to be dull, but may be
selected for their elegance and legibility. "I do not believe,with onewriter, that
'type should be
invisible,'
but the effort which goes into the construction of the
page should be entirely subordinated to the effect of the page as a
whole."20
Robert Bringhurst compares a typeface to a racing bicycle: a typeface is an idea
as well as amachine, and like a machine it shouldn't be burdenedwith excess
drag or
baggage.21
The size and shape of the page can give the designer some clues as to what
text typeface might workwell.The design of the face should be in harmony
with the design of the page: a slighdy condensed face works well on a narrow
page, and amore rounded type maintains the harmony ofa squarer
format.22
The field ofpossible text types can be narrowed by the needs of the partic
ular book. Any type chosen for a book needs to have all the necessary charac
ters available. These might include small caps, old-style figures, superior and
inferior figures, accent marks, any special mathematical symbols, and so
on.23
Ifforeign language characters such as those from the Greek or Cyrillic alpha
bets need to be used, this may also narrow the
possibilities.24A text typeface
can be chosen by examining printed specimen sheets of text showings set in
different typefaces and sizes to make comparisons ofweight and color
possible25
or by using a book the designer judges successful as a model.
A traditional rule of thumb for the number of faces in a book is short and
simple: one typefor one book. "The temptation to 'liven
up'
the design of a book
by the use ofdifferent typefaces in the text and subheadings is always present
but usually to be resisted, since harmony is hard to come by and the contrast
may be altogether too lively for the reader's
comfort."26
All is 'not lost for the book designerwho wishes to mix different faces,
even serif and sans serif ones. Reducing the contrast can be done by selecting
faces with similar geometry (degree ofroundness, similar x-heights) and visual
weight.27 Some type families have been designed in serifand sans serifver
sions, such as Adobe's Stone family.These faces can be readily combined
because the similarity of their forms has been designed-in. Or, entirely differ
ent types drawn by one designermight share the same feel and be suitable
when combined. For example,Adrian Frutiger's serifMeridien and sans serif
Frutiger faces share similar geometry and make comfortable
companions.28
Size
Different types set at the same point size can have gready different x-heights.
A type with a small x-height will appear smaller than a type with a large
[n]
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x-height. "Text type that is too large or too small makes reading difficult.
Small type reduces visibility by destroying counterforms, which affectword
recognition, while larger type can force a reader to perceive type in sections
rather than as awhole. According to legibility research, the most legible sizes
of text type at normal reading distances range from
9-
to 12-point.This range
results from the wide variation ofx-height in different typefaces."29The
"appearing-size"
ofa type depends on the design of the face, and mainly on its
x-height.30 For example, a tall face likeTimes New Roman set at 9-point
appears about as large as 12-point Centaur, a shorter x-height face.
The page format chosen can help determine the size of the text type.The
designer can make a rough guess as to the text measure: the line length ofa
typical bookwill be about 70 percent ofthewidth of the page,31 and a readable
line length is about ten or eleven words long. These estimates can be used as a
starting point to specify the text's size by looking at what size of type produces
that number ofwords on the estimated fine length.
With this first estimation and armed with a character count of the author's
manuscript, the designer can decide if the book needs to be "bulked to a
longer page count by using a slightiy larger type size orwhether for econ
omy's sake a somewhat smaller size should be used to save pages and cost.32
Measure
Knowing the typeface to be used and its size, the designer can now determine the
exact line length. Lines that are too long or short are difficult and tiring to read.
"In normal reading, the reader's eye should be focussed on the middle of
the fine and apprehend, or guess, the words at the periphery. If the fine is too
long, or contains too manywords, this process is slowed up, and the reader
fatigued, by the need to read morewords, perhaps to read them all, and to
travel consciously from one line to the
next."33
Therefore, a fine of text should be at least 50 characters in length; shorter
lines will also have the undesirable property ofcausing too-frequent hyphen
ation. For sustained reading, the upper limit is around 80 characters per line,
although some writers on the subject recommend 65 to 70 characters as the
maximum.34 In general, a line about two to three alphabets long makes a read
able text measure.The average word in English is considered to be about six
characters long including the followingword
space.35The ideal fine is about
elevenwords long, or around 66 characters. Shorter fines are recommended for
multiple-column settings,where 40 to 50 characters per line is
appropriate.36
These generalizations need to be qualified by several other typographic
factors, as GeoffreyDowding
notes.37Types with taller x-heights may be set
on awider measure than those with short x-heights, as these characters appear
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larger to the eye.Taller types, unless drawn as a condensed variant of a face,
naturally havewider characters, so a longer line of a given number ofcharac
ters is the result compared a line made by the same number ofcharacters set in
a shorter face.This is also related to the degree of roundness of the letters
the wider the letters the wider the measure. Serif faces with greater variation in
thewidth of their thin and thick strokes (such as
"modern"
faces like Bodoni)
will be more tiring to read inwider measures.The absence of serifs to help lead
the eye horizontally along a line set in a sans serif face may also call for the use
of shorter
measures.38
How a book is read has an effect on how its type is set.The fine lengths
noted above are meant for a normal reading distance of about 13
inches.39
Another usage may be intended for reading at a greater distance, such as a
lectern Bible or an instruction manual.40 Read at a greater distance than, for
example, a novel, these books would benefit from a shorter text
measure.41
Reference material not intended for continuous reading hour after hour may
be setwith longer measures, as many as 80 to 85 characters on a
fine.42
In summary, "an appropriate line length is essential for achieving a pleas
ant reading rhythm, allowing a reader to relax and concentrate on the content
of the words. Overly short or long lines will tire a reader. Excess energy is
expended when reading long lines, and it is difficult to find the next line. A
short column measure requires the eye to change lines too often, and there is
an inadequate supply ofhorizontal perceptual
clues."43
Interlinear spacing
Type that is "set
solid"
does not have any additional space inserted between the
lines of type.The distance from baseline to baseline is the same as the point
size of the type itself; for example lines of12-point type with a distance of12
points between their baselines. In general, lines with no added interlinear
spacing are read more slowly than those
spaced
apart.44
The idea behind setting readable text is to form lines of type that are
clearly separated from those directly above and below.The bodies of typefaces
with short x-heights (and proportionally longer ascenders and descenders than
taller types) naturally form horizontal lines across
the page without much
additional leading. Taller faces generally require more
leading.45 Types that are
heavier in weight also benefit from greater interlinear
space.46 And longer
measures require more leading to keep the eye from loosing
track47
as is it
moves along the line.Williamson gives a rule
of thumb to use as a starting
point when determining leading: the vertical distance between lines of lower
case letters (from the baseline ofone line to the x-height of the next) should be
half again as much as that type's x-height.48
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There should be more white space between the lines than the spaces
between words to keep the reader on
track.49More leading is welcome in text
settings that are clutteredwith superior figures, inferior figures and capital let
ters.50 Research has shown that, in general, one to four points of interlinear
spacing can be added to most sizes of text types to increase legibility; more




Large, rectangular press sheets fold down into smaller, rectangular pages.The
shape of the type area on the pages has naturally been shaped by the page it
occupies and forms another rectangular.The blank paper around the type
area the margins may cover 35 percent to 60 percent of the page's
area.52
What is so important about margins that halfof the page remains unprinted?
Margins serve some obvious and practical purposes.The first is, ofcourse,
to prevent the type from running past the edge of the page.Margins provide
allowance for trimming errors and keep the text from disappearing into the
bend of the spine caused by the binding. And,margins leave room for the
reader's thumbs and fingers to grasp the book. From the reader's perspective,
the most important function ofmargins is to separate thewords on the page
from the visual clutter beyond the book's edges.The amount ofwhite space
used to frame the page's text may be dictated by economics, as seen in the very
small margins on paperback books, or even by government decree to save
paper duringwar
time.53 Under normal conditions and outside of the cheap
mass-market book, a type area between 50 percent and 60 percent is consid
ered typical formodern books.54Wider margins and smaller type areas may
make a better-looking page (at least to another book designer) but as
Williamson reminds us, "the function ofa book is to be read rather than
admired."55
Excessivelywide margins maybe seen as an affectation of the
designer andwasteful ofmaterials.
Determining the shape and placement of the type area on a page specifies
its margins. Or, the designer can work the otherway around and design the
white space of the page andwhatever is left over becomes the type area. Either
way, the page spread two book pages side by side should be considered, not
a page standing by itself.This is what the reader sees, so the spread should be
treated as the basic unit ofdesign. The left and right pages are referred to as
the verso and the recto, respectively.The margins facing the spine are called
the backmargins; at the top are the head margins, on the
outside the fore-edge
margins, and at the bottom the foot margins. In a traditionally styled book, the
two adjacent backmargins are seen as one channel ofwhite space. Each back
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margin is made about half thewidth of the fore-edge margins, leaving equal
space left, center, and right across two facing pages. If instead the type areas
are centered horizontally on the page, the combinedwidths of the backmar
gins will seem to push the type areas too close to outer edges of the
spread.56
Ifcentered vertically, the eye sees the text below the optical center of the
page and the type area appears too low and about to slide off.57To counteract
this, the foot margin is made considerably larger than the head. Therefore, in
order ofmargin size from smallest to largest, the progression is back, head,
fore-edge, and foot. As a starting point for the designer, some examples of
margin proportions thatworkwell and have been used for centuries are:
1V2 : 2 : 3 : 4
2:3:4:5
2:3:4:6s8
Knowing the measure of the type area, the designer can apply one of these
proportion systems and determine the margins.
Anothermethod ofdesigning the margins is to startwith a figure for the
desired type area expressed as a percentage of the page area. Knowing the text's
measure and the size of the page, the depth of the type can be
calculated.59
The resulting type rectangles are then placed on the page spread and the mar
gins set startingwith one of the proportion sequences above. A very full page
might have only 40 percent of its area taken up by the margins, a more typical
page about 50 percent.
No one single set ofmargin proportions or dimensions works for all for
mats, purposes, and budgets.The bindingmethod has an effect on how the
book's margins appear to the reader. A thick casebound book's pages may lose
some of the backmargin area as the pages curve into the spine, causing the
spread's type areas to appear too close together and because of the curvature
of the page difficult to read.60 A spiral-bound book's pages will be seen as
physically separated by the plastic or metal spiral, increasing the space between
the spread's type areas. In both cases, adjustments to the margins would have
to be made to account for the physical realities ofpaper and binding. Hochuli61
recommends that a dummy book ofblank pages be constructedwith the paper
to be used for the job,with the approximate number ofpages, and bound the
same way as the final product in order to judge the
effect the manufactured
article will have on shaping the margins.
Justifiedand ragged right settings
For hundreds ofyears, the standard setting of text type was the justified line:
even margins on the left and right.The line lengthwas made consistent by
increasing thewidth of the word spaces until the type filled the measure.This
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convention came under scrutiny in the early part of the 20th
century.62When
successive lines of looselyword spaced lines are carelessly set (as may easily
happenwith justified text), vertical rivers ofwhite space form where thewide
word spaces coincide from line to line.The reader's eye will follow the path of
least resistance when moving along the fine of type, andwill be drawn astray
down a river instead ofalong a line of text.This distracts the reader from the
left to rightmotion of the lines of text and impairs reading. As well as prevent
ing rivers, the even word spacing of text set ragged right has been shown to
enhance
readability.63The constantiy varying lengths of the text lines provide
additional clues to the eye that the end of the line has been reached.64 If a
ragged right setting has benefits over justified setting,why are nearly all books
setwith their text lines justified?
Most importandy, this justified style is seen as the safe way because readers
have long become accustomed to seeing large bodies of text set justified.
Spiek-
ermann notes that "we read bestwhat we read
most"65
and that "certain images
are deeply engrained in the reader's mind. Graphic designers, typesetters, print
ers, and other communicators are well advised to be aware of these expecta
tions."
66
Any changes to the conventions of this conservative form ofdesign are
going to raise eyebrows, and most find that the status quo
works well enough.
But, simply aside from custom, pages ofjustified text can appear more
restful67
and do little to disturb the balance of the page. A reading of the text
can provide clues as to its setting: "does the text suggest the continuous unruf
fled flow ofjustified prose, or the continued flirtationwith order and chaos
evoked with flush-left ragged-right
68
Ragged right setting is always recommended for
narrowmeasures that
would be difficult or impossible to set justifiedwithout excessive hyphenation
andwide, gappyword spacing.
Narrowmeasures are sometimes seen in exten
sive marginal notes, or in large format books set in two columns. Sans serif




The Elements of the Text Page
The pages ofbooks designed for sustained reading periods should have,




determined the dimensions of the page,margin dimensions, and the basic type
specifications, the designer's next task is to decide how to handle
the book's
paragraphs, heads, page numbers, footnotes, and all the other typographic ele
ments that make up a book.
[16]
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Paragraphs
The first line of a paragraph needs to be indicated to the reader in some way to
show a that a pause of thought or the start of a new topic is now being dealt
with in the text.The most common method is to add a bit ofwhite space to
the first line by indenting it the width ofan em of the type size.71 An em is a
space thewidth of the type's size: 10 points wide for io-point type, for exam
ple. Longer text measures benefit from deeper indents in order to compensate
for the greater distance the reader's eye must travel back from the end of the
preceding line, bymaking the start of a new paragraph more visible. An indent
of1V2 to 2 ems is recommended for line lengths longer than about 26 or 30
picas.An indent ofone lead, or the equivalent of the interlinear spacing, may
be used for textwith generous leading.72
Deeper indents can become tedious and obtrusive aftermany repetitions,
which is why fairly shallow ones are used whenever possible.73
Paragraphs may also be separatedwith additional lines of space between
them.This can have the undesirable effect ofbreaking up textmeant for con
tinuous reading into a series ofdiscontinuous
blocks.74Additional interlinear
spacing is best left for breaks between sections.
The paragraph symbol (f) or other ornamentmay be used for text that is
set continuouslywithout any line breaks between paragraphs.This technique
harkens back to the days of the manuscript and early printed books, and was
revived by the designerWilliam Morris around the turn of this
century.75
Openings
A book's chapters should open on new pages, as there might not always be
enough space on the page at the end of a chapter to fit in the next chapter's
heading and at least three lines of
text.76 In this case some chapters would have
to start on new pages and some not. This inconsistency should be avoided
unless the number ofpages needs to be kept to an absolute minimum for
economy's sake.
New chapters do not always need to start on a fresh right-hand page; they
may start on either a verso or recto. If a previous chapter ends on a recto page
and the next one starts on the following recto, the blank left-hand page in
between is wasteful and may puzzle the
reader.77The first paragraph of a chap
ter may be droppedor set lower on the page than the top of the established type
area, with thewhite space further setting off the chapter opening from the rest
of the text. It is customary to set the first line of the first paragraph ofa chapter
full left, without an indent, to prevent an awkward bite out of the corner of the
page.78 For the same reason, any paragraph that is preceded by a subhead set
flush left should also be set full left.79
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Chapter and section openings can create some decorative possibilities.The
firstword, phrase or entire line of the text may be set in small or full-size caps.
A large initial letter may be used to replace the first letter of the first para
graph. It may be as simple as a capital character of the same face as the text
type, ormay be an elaborately decorated letter set among stylized vegetation or
complex geometric patterns.The large initial may rest on the same baseline as
the text and rise above the line, flushwith the text's left edge or indented, even
as far as the midpoint of the measure.The initial may be dropped into the
paragraph a certain number of lines;Williamson recommends three lines as
being a comfortable
depth80
without having the initial letter overpower the
page. If the initial is dropped, its top should optically alignwith the x-height
of the following characters if they are small caps or lower-case; or with the cap
line of full-size caps.The bottom should optically alignwith a baseline of the
text type.The initial can also be hung into the margin if the space available is
generous enough. No matter what the style, care must be take to make any ini
tial look as though it belongs to the text.81
Producing emphasis in the text





of the page. In typographic terms, color means the
"darkness of the type as set in
mass"
82
and is affected by ink and paper as well.
Maintaining even color creates a calm page.Words emphasized by setting
them in full-size caps, boldface, or by underlining them creates an uneven,
spotty page.
Small caps may be used in place of full-size caps, but the extensive use of
characters without ascenders or descenders will leave lighter gaps in the texture
of the page. Using boldface for emphasis also creates uneven color and tends to
"distract the eye from the next words in lighter
type."
83 Underlines are no bet
ter; they run through descenders and create legibility problems besides looking
unsightly and unprofessional. In his little book on the subject of typographic
perfection, Carl Purington Rollins writes that "the general effect of the type
page should be that ofpleasant and even texture,without spottiness or vulgar
mixtures ofheavy and light patches of
color."84
Using boldface type and
underlinings are sure ways ofdamaging the even and unobtrusive texture ofa
book's pages.
Italics are the bestway to emphasize words.The contrast of slope and vari
ations in letterform with the surrounding Roman type is enough to give the
words in italics prominencewithout disrupting the even color of the
page.85
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Extracts
Distinguishing extracts (quoted material) from the surrounding text type may
be handled in one of several ways.The quotation can be set in type one point
size smaller than the text,with proportionally less interlinear spacing, and bro
ken offfrom the text by a halfline ofwhite space before and after. Quotation
marks are not neededwith this style, as the other changes are enough to alert
the reader. Or, the extract could be set indented from the text's left edge only,
or both the left and right edges. Quotation marks are again superfluous. One-
halfextra linespace is added before and after, but the size and leading need not
change. Further contrast may be generated by setting the quotation ragged
right if the page's text is justified.86
The interlinear spacing change between text and extract can cause the
depth of the type area to be uneven from page to page. To maintain a consis
tent bottom edge, the added space before and after the extract may need to be
increased to balance out the page depths.87
These extract-setting styles involve some compromise to the even color of
the page. Smaller text sizes imply that the quoted material is of less impor
tance than the rest of the text, and the unevenmargins create an uncomfort
able, uneven
page.88 One recommendation is to limit the extent of this prob
lem by setting only extensive extracts apart from the text.Trevitt recommends
that extracts shorter than five lines should be run inwith the text and simply
marked offwith quotation
marks.89 Longer extracts may be set as new para
graphs the same size as the text,with quotation marks before and after.An
additional half-fine ofwhite space around the quoted material can be used if
this does not create sufficient distinction.90
Part titles and chapter headings
A book's authormay have grouped parts of the work into segments that need
to be identified to provide the reader with information about the structure of
the
book.91 In decreasing precedence, these divisions are: part, chapter, and
section. Each division is distinguished by a tide or heading.
The division of a book into parts gives each part a special significance: a
new train of thought or a new approach to the book's theme.A part tide
appears on a recto page by itselfand may be treated typographically as being
dominant to a chapter heading, but subordinate to the book's tide.This hierar
chy is established through type size, weight, and
placement.Thewording is
usually short and may include a number along
with the tide. Illustration and
photography can be components of a part tide
page.92
The verso of a part title is left blank and the first chapter starts on the fol
lowing recto page.
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The chapter number and heading appear above the text ofthe chapter
opening and are treated in a less prominentway than a part tide.A common
way of setting the chapter heading is by setting the chapter number and heading
in some variation of the text typeface and centering it across the measure.The
size is most often larger than the text, and set in full-size caps,
upper-
and
lower-case italics, or in boldface.The chapter headingmay also be dropped
lower on the page than the top ofthe established type
area.93
Setting the chapter
heading in a centered arrangement is called a symmetrical setting; it may also be
set flush left, flush right, or indented from the left edge in an asymmetrical'style.
Subheads
The next organizational level ofa book's contents are divided into sections and
identifiedwith subheads.The author and editor should decide on the number
of levels in the subhead hierarchy.The arrangement of subheads on the page
can follow the style set by the chapter heading: either symmetrical or asym
metrical.The styles may be combined, and different levels in the hierarchy are
treated differendy. For example, all but the part tide set flush left, or all but the
most specific level of subhead set centered.94 Prominentiy placed centered sub
heads are used to create major divisions. Subheads set flush left are used to
divide sections of lower heirarchy in the book's
structure.95
In the hierarchy ofsubhead settings from major to minor, the crosshead
comes first and is set centered in the measure.The next level down are side-
heads that are set flush left or indented from the leftmargin. Next are
shoul-
derheads, also called run-in heads, that are set as the firstwords ofa new para
graph and receive the same indent. Finally, marginal heads are set outside the
text measure, usually in the wider fore-edge
margin.96
Space added after the text of a section or around a subhead provides a
visual break to the reader and gives emphasis to thatwhich follows.The more
space used, the greater prominence given to the subhead.The depth of the
space used should add up to a multiple
of the text's interlinear spacing in order
to make each page's type area rectangle the same depth, forming a clean,
unvarying lower edge
throughout the book. For example, three different
amounts ofwhite space are used to support three levels of subheads: two lines
over a subhead and one under; one and one-halfover and one under;
and
three-quarters over and one-quarter
under.97These all make a consistendy
deep type area if the subhead is the same size as the text. If
larger type is used,
the before and after spacingwill need to be
adjusted accordingly.
Otherways of creating variation in the hierarchy of subhead type are by
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and word- and letterspacing. By combining typographic contrasts within the
structure ofcrossheads, sideheads, shoulderheads and marginal heads, nearly
any number of subhead levels can be set.
Headlines andfootlines
A headline is a line of type at the top of the page, above the first line of the
text. Foodines appear at the bottom ofthe page.These are used to identify the
book's tide, part tide, chapter head, etc. on each page spread.The superior
level ofheading in the book's structure appears on the verso page and the infe
rior on the opposite page.98The navigational information provided by head
lines and foodines may be unnecessary for bookswith a unified
subject99
such
as a novel, but are essential for reference works.
Headlines and foodines fall into three categories: running, section, and
page. A running headline or footline does not change throughout the book
and consists only of the book's tide. Other than providing some visual relief
to the page, they serve no other purpose and may easily be dispensedwith.
Section headline and foodines consist of the tides of the book's subdivisions:
parts, chapters, sections,
etc.100The tide of the major division is set on the
verso page, the minor on the right-hand page. Some examples are:
verso recto
book tide chapter tide
part tide chapter tide
chapter subhead
author paper (in multi-authorworks)101
Chapter openings are already sufficiendy identified by the chapter heading;
the headline may be left off these pages to avoid clutter.
Page headlines and foodines refer to the contents of the page onwhich
they
appear.102
Headlines and foodines may be separated from the page's text by a blank line
space or a rule and set in a type that "cannot be confused with any other level of
heading in the
text."
103A rule ofthumb is to set headlines in small caps the
same size as the text, this is unobtrusive and the absence ofascenders and
descenders forms a straight fine across the top ofthe page. Larger or bolder type
can be too dominant, and smaller type can look lost. If the content differs from
the left to the right headline, the forms used can be
different.104 For example, the
part tide on the verso page's headline could be set in small caps and the chapter
tide on the facing recto page in italic
upper-
and lower-case. Decorative dingbats
and flourishes could be incorporated, but the constant repetition on every page
could quickly grow
tiresome105
and these should be handledwith discretion.
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Trevitt recommends that the headline be as short as possible, even if this means
editing the content ofthe part, chapter, or section tides.106
When looking at the placement ofheadlines and foodines, they should be
considered part of the type area, not separate from it, and should fit inside the
established margins.107 If the text in the head or foot ofa page is short or visu
ally light in weight, the text area may need to be adjusted to maintain the
appearance of the margins as theywere designed.
Folios
Page numbers, commonly called folios, are often set as part of a headline or
footline, or appear at the foot of the page. For visibility, they are rarely set far
ther from the fore-edge than the center of the measure.108 Folios may be set in
the fore-edge margin and are easily seen there as the reader flips through the
pages, but can appear
isolated.109
If the folio is part of the head- or footline, it is usually set in the same face
and size. A chapter openingwithout a running head may have its page number
relocated to an unobtrusive location on the page, such as centered below the
type area.109 If set apart, it may be set in the same face as the text type, and in
the same size or a little smaller.110
Some pages, such as tide pages and those with full-page illustrations
remain unnumbered and are called blindfolios:in Preliminary pages, whose
extentmay not be known as a book is being produced, use lower-case Roman
numerals instead ofArabic figures. For page numbering, the first printed page
is considered page
"i"
even though it is a blind folio.Wilson makes the com
ment that Roman numerals greater than
"x"
are a barrier to today's reader.112 If
there is a great mass ofpreliminarymaterial, commonArabic numbers have
greater claritywhen used as folios.
Footnotes
"Substantive but incidental
comments"113 in the form ofnotes are placed at
the foot of the page, aligningwith the lower edge of the type area, and sharing
the same measure. Footnotes are usually set two point sizes smaller than the
text andwith less interlinear spacing.114 For readability's sake, smaller type
sizes on very long measures may require setting the footnotes in two columns
if the notes are extensive.
Making reference to more than one footnote in a page's text may be done
by using reference marks in the traditional series of*, t, t, > 1 1 , and %. If there
are more than a few references on a page, superior figures should be used.The
number set at the start of a footnote itself should be set in the type's standard
figures, not in superior figures, for better legibility at the smaller footnote
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size.115This numeralmay be hung into the left margin,without punctuation,
and followedwith a word space.The body of the footnote aligns with the left
edge of the type area. Or, the first line of the footnote maybe indented like a
new paragraph.The number is set after the indent and separated from the text
with aword space. If setwithout indents, successive footnotes may be divided
with a blank half line space.116
When many short footnotes are used on a page, instead of stacking them
on top ofeach other and making an unbalanced block in the corner of the
page, theymay be run together on the same line or lines.This prevents an ugly
gap ofwhite space in the page's lower right
corner.117 Footnotes may be sepa
rated from the textwith a short (four picas or so) rule or a blank line space.A
long footnote that continues onto the following page should be separated from
that page's textwith a full-measure rule.118
Marginal notes may be set instead ofusing footnotes. This arrangement,
writes Bringhurst, gives "more life and variety to the page and are the easiest of
all to find and




or numbered lists of items are set in the same size type as the rest of
the text.The bullet (or other symbol) or number may be indented using the
page's paragraph indent or hung into the margin. Punctuation following a
number may be eliminated the same way as setting
the number of a footnote.
The leading symbol or number will be sufficient to call the reader's attention
to the item without introducing unnecessary gaps into the texture of the page.
A fist's short lines should not be justified but be set ragged right. One-half line




Tables may be set the same size
or slighdy smaller than
the text type,with "just
enough leading to carry the eye right across the
tabular
matter."121 To make
the left-to-right eye motion as easy as possible,
vertical dividing rules should
be eliminated. Horizontal rules at the head and foot of the table can be
employed to separate column headings at the top and notes to the
table at the
bottom, but such rules should be as thin as possible to avoid separating
the
table too much from the flow of the
text.122 As a last resort to fitting a very
wide table onto a page, it may be rotated
counterclockwise to fit vertically. In
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clutter. Better yet, the table's contents could be rewritten to fit onto the page
without turning it.
Numbers should align at the location of the decimal point,whether the
decimal point appears or not.Monospacedmodern figures numerals the
same height as capital letters should be used in tables to form even columns
where each digit to the left or right ofthe decimal point aligns with the one in
the preceding line; financial data is set this way.
Bringhurst sets down some practical guidelines governing the setting oftables:
"If the table is approached as merely one more form of textwhichmust be
made both good to read and good to look at, several principles will be clear:
i) All text should be horizontal, or in rare cases oblique. . . .
2) Letterforms too small or too condensed for comfortable reading are not
part of the solution.
3) There should be a minimum amount of furniture (rules, boxes, dots and
other guiderails for travelling through typographic space) and a maximum
amount of information.
4) Rules, tint blocks or other guides and dividers, where necessary at all,
should run in the predominant direction of reading: vertically in the case
of lists, indices and some numerical tables, and horizontally otherwise.
5) A rule located at the edge ofa table, separating the first or final column
from the adjacent empty space, ordinarily serves no function.
6) A table, like any other text in multiple columns, must contain within itself
an adequate amount ofwhite
space."
124
The Parts of the Book




term includes the preliminaries that appear before a book's text pages and the
end-matter that follow them. Not all the parts described in this section appear
in every book, and more may be added, as each book's contents are different.
The order ofparts that follows125 has become through custom the typical
arrangement ofoddments.
Many of these book parts are printed on recto pages.The right-hand page
is regarded as taking the more prominent place on the spread, perhaps because
it is seen as being the front the leafand the verso as being the
back.126
Half-title
This part is also called the bastard tide. If it is used in a book, the half-title is
the first printed page.The book's tide is set in an understated way, and only
rarely is the author's name included.The half-tide has been described as "the
[24]
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calling card presented to the
reader"
that sets the typographic style to follow.127
The book's title is set in a
"smallish"
size of the type used for a chapter head
ing, and usually appears high on the page, about the level as that same heading
is set.128The tide may be set centered in the text measure, or flush right to it,
perhaps in small caps the same size as the text.129
Historically, the purpose ofthe half-tide was to protect the following tide
page from damage in the days when books were sold unbound. Nowadays a
casebound book's endpaper is glued or "tipped to the edge of the first page
of the book: the half-tide.When the endpaper is turned to open the book, it
partially pulls open the leafbearing the
half-
tide page towhich it is attached.
Gluing the endpaper to the half-tide instead of the tide page prevents the
appearance of the important tide from being
compromised.130 Other than this,
the half-tide does not contribute any other function. Being the first printed
page, it is considered page
"i"
for counting purposes but does not receive a folio.
Half-title verso
The back of the half-title page is also called the announcement and is used to
list other works by the same author or other books in the same series.This fist
is set in the book's text type, no larger and possibly a size
smaller.131 The half-
title verso may also remain blank, or bear an illustration that will face the tide
page.132 Either way, it is also a blind folio.
Title
Facing the half-tide verso is the "front
door"
of the book, the tide page.133
Medieval manuscripts did not have tide pages, starting off the text on page
one after a brief"here
beginneth."
SeanJennettwrites that the tide was added
to printed books as protection for the first text page (just like the half-tide was
later added to protect the tide).134
Appearing on the tide was the book's tide, subtide if any, author, and pub
lisher. Often, the place and date ofpublication are included. The possible use
ofrules, boxes, and ornamentation ranges from none to completely filling the
page, but the modern tide is often simple, consisting of the tide in the upper
part of the page and the publisher in the lower.The setting of the type may
follow the treatment of the chapter headings in typeface and style; centered
settings are typical. Tschichold recommends a limited number of type sizes be
used: three is often enough.135 Anotherwriter on the subject observes that the




and notes that the designer StanleyMorrison set
the title page in type no larger than twice the text type, and in all caps. In his
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where "the items on the page are arranged in a sequence ofrelated editorial val
ues whichmay be read vertically andwhere no item is too big or too
small."137
If the publisher's logo is used, it should not be so large or visually heavy as
to competewith the book's tide or author.138 Like raising the page's type area
to the optical center of the page, the tide and author set in large type are usu
ally placed in the upper third of the tide page.The established type area should
define the limits ofwhere type is placed on the tide page. Setting the author's
name above or below the tide depends onwhat importance needs to be
assigned to each. Analyzing examples of title pages created by the designer
Hermann Zapf,139 there exists either considerable variation among the lines of
type (size, face, and form) or very litde. Most examples published in his Typo
graphic Variations display very simple-looking typography, set symmetrically,
with horizontal rules used occasionally to separate the tide from the other type
on the page.
Titlepage verso
The tide page verso, also called the imprint or bibliographical note (sometimes
shortened to "biblio"), contains a variety of information: the copyright state
ment, International Standard Book Number (ISBN) and Cataloging in Publi
cation data, publisher's mailing address and the book's country of
origin.140All
this myriad information should be handled as simply as possible, set in the text
typeface and size (or one size smaller) and can be set on a narrower measure.
Groups of items may be separated with no more than one blank line, and the
typographic variation should be minimal as the information is not part of the
author's message. Using
upper-
and lower-case and small caps should provide
enough type
possibilities.141This page is not numbered with a folio.
Dedication
A dedication by the author may appear on the following recto page, although
it is sometime squeezed into the already crowded tide
verso.142
Placing the
dedication on a new right-hand page gives it a place ofhonor and importance.
The treatment of the type is usually simple: centered in the measure, in the
text's typeface and size, perhaps with the dedicatee's name in all caps, placed
on the page using the chapter drop distance or at the page's optical
center.143
The verso of the dedication is left blank, and neither is numbered.
Foreword
A foreword to a book, typicallywritten by someone other than the author,
starts on the next right-hand page and is handled in the same way as a text
chapter opening and its following text
pages.144
Depending on the folio
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scheme, the foreword's pages are either numbered in lower-case Roman
numerals or the book's Arabic page numbers. Eitherway, the page counting
startswith the half-tide, and recto pages are always odd numbered.
Preface
An author's preface to his or her ownwork follows the foreword, and like it
also starts on a new recto page. It too is treated like a chapter opening.145
Acknowledgments
Written by the author, the acknowledgements section is also handled in the
same way as a chapter
opening.146This section may also appear in the book's
end-matter, before the
index.147
At this point in the prelims, the reader may have already seen three sec
tions, probably short ones,which start on a recto page and look like chapter
openings.This repetition may become as tiresome as an old
joke,148
especially
if the style is typographically flamboyant. A simpler treatment should be con
sidered in books with extensive use of chapter openings either in the prelimi
naries or in the text.
Contents
The next recto page is the book's contents fist. It should give the reader an idea
of the overall structure of the book and help in finding major sections. Follow
ing the style set by the chapter opening, theword
"contents"
should be set at
the top of the page or can be dropped the same
distance.149 Chapter numbers
(ifused) should precede the chapter headings in the list; these are followed by
the page
number.150The page numbers are often set out at the right edge of
the type area and connected to the chapter heads by lines ofleader dots.The
measure may also be shortened to narrow the gap the reader's eye needs to
span without the help of
dots.151 Greater interlinear spacingmay be used on
the contents fist than on the text pages, to clearly separate each entry, and the
type maybe kept the same size and face as
text.152
Part tides, ifused in the book, should be treated in a similarway as they are
in the book's part tide pages but in a less obtrusive size. Small caps are often
used for the entries in the contents, but for the sake of clarity, as litde typo
graphic variation as necessary should be
employed.153
The contents section may have their pages numbered
but this is not usu
ally done the folio on a contents page may look
like an entry in the listwith
out a matching heading.
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Illustration list
Set in the same style as the contents, a list of illustrations in the book starts on
the next recto page. If the illustrations are numbered in the text, these numbers
can replace the chapter numbers as used in the contents.
Caption text is used for the entries and may be shortened if
lengthy.154
The same face and size as for the contents are used; to keep the length of the
illustration short, an
upper-
and lower-case setting should be used if the con
tents are set in small caps. A short illustration list may be appended to the end
of the contents if there is room, or be placed on its verso.155
Introduction
The author's introduction, started on a new right-hand page, is handled like a
chapter opening and is numbered in the same sequence as the other prelimi
naries.156
Repeat half-title
The first page of the main text may be precededwith a repeat of the half-title
as a new recto page. Its verso is left blank, and neither receives a folio.The
repeat half-title may be considered the last of the prelims or the first of the text
pages. If the latter, the first printed page ofthe text (or, ifused, a part tide) is
then numbered as page
three.157
After the preliminaries come the book's text pages, followed by the end-matter.
An appropriate half-tide may be used to separate the end of the text from the
beginning of the
end-matter.158 Eitherway, the first page starts on a new recto
page. All of the end-matter is numbered in the same sequence and in the same
style as the text. Unlike the prelims, the different sections of the book's
end-
matter need not always to start on a recto page but may follow each other like
the chapters in the text.
The readermay be made aware ofa change in importance between text
and end-matter by setting the latter in slighdy smaller type and treating head
ings and tides in a more subdued manner.159This is not the onlyway of set
ting, however, and some writers recommend the styles established for the text
be continued at the back of the book.160 But, especially if space needs to be
conserved, the end-matter may be set as small as two sizes down from the text.
A two-column arrangement might then be used to maintain a reasonable mea
sure for the smaller typewithout resorting to increased (and space-consuming)
interlinear spacing.161
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Appendices
A series ofappendices are lettered as Appendix a,Appendix b, and so on, and
not by a series ofnumbers as are the book's chapters.The first of the appen
dices starts on a recto page, and section heads are recommended to provide
navigation aids for the reader.162
Endnotes
Notes at the foot ofthe text pages can be disruptive to reading and in any case
be too extensive to be accommodated easily.163 In these cases notes can be
placed in the end-matter as endnotes.Their typographic treatment options are
the same as footnotes, but endnotes are set one size larger than footnotes; that
is, one size smaller than the text.164 Individual notes can be separatedwith addi
tional interlinear spacing from two extra points of leading to an extra half line.
Bibliography
The next section of the end-matter is a listing ofother works referenced by the
author. A bibliographic entry consists ofan author's name, the tide of the
work, and its publication information.The first line ofeach entry may be set
full left and the following lines indented one to two ems.
Traditionally, the author's name was set in caps and small caps, the tide in
italics, and the publisher's data in Roman. At least one writer regards this style
as clumsy and suggests setting the author's name in Roman
upper-
and lower
case.165 But any bibliographymust conform to accepted literary or academic
styles if the need exists.166
Glossary
Amini-dictionary of terminologymay be included as the next section.The
glossary may be set like the bibliography,with the first line full left and follow
ing fines indented. The word being defined can be distinguished from its defi
nition by setting it in italics or small caps and need not be followed by a full
point. The type size should be same as used in the bibliography.167
Index
The many short lines ofan index's entries call for a two-column setting to
conserve space andmaintain text color. Individual entries can be set flush-and-
hung like a glossary,with an em indent for subentries and a two-em indent for
turnovers.168 Type size may be the same as the footnotes, two sizes smaller
than the text.A ragged right setting is appropriate for the many short lines in
order to prevent gappyword spaces. One blank fine may be used to separate
the letters ofthe alphabet, or an initial letter can be used in the space between
blocks of entries.169
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Colophon
The colophon is the final part of the book and consists of information about
its production: the names of the designer, printer, binder, paper and typefaces
used, and so on.This data may also be included on the tide verso alongwith
the copyright and publisher's information. The type used for a colophon
should be no larger than the text, is often italic, and set symmetrically or freely
arranged on the page.170A colophon was originally a graphic device used to
identify the printer and establish the origin of the book. As a decorative item,
the colophon found its way onto the tide page and placed above the publisher's
name.171
Opinions on the use of the colophon are mixed.Williamson finds them
"pretentious"
or, at best, harmless.172 Jennett likes the idea ofmaking the
reader "conscious of the fact that there is more than one kind of type and more
than one kind ofpaper and to emphasize that books can and should be
designed."173
Hochuli summarizes the best attributes ofbooks intended for extended read
ing that makes a suitable conclusion to this section:
45 to 65 text characters per line;
A readable, timeless typeface;
The text set sufficientiy large (but not too big!);
Sufficient linespace;
Indented paragraphs;
Chapter headings thatmake a break, but do not disrupt the flow of the text;
The right page and type area proportions.
And he asks, "whatmore does one
need?"174
ComputerAids for IdentifyingTypeface Characteristics
The visual characteristics of a typeface can guide the specifications of the text
type's size, leading and measure. For example, the type's x-height has a direct
influence on the proper interlinear spacing: a facewith a tall x-height should
be setwith more leading. And, in Bringhurst's opinion, sans serif types should
be set ragged right and not justified.175 How could the software system under
investigation
"know"
about a type's structure and appearance so that recom
mendations could be made to the user for some important type specs?
The PANOSE TypefaceMatching System was developed by Benjamin
Bauermeister and is now under license to Hewlett-Packard.176 PANOSE was
intended as away to allow a program to make font substitutions for missing
fonts, based on appearance.
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Ten type attributes are classified:
i) Family Kind: Latin text, Kanji decorative, etc.
2) Serif Style: Shape and appearance of serifs, or sans.
3) Weight: From very light to extra black
4) Proportion: Distinguishes from extended to condensed.
5) Contrast: Between the type's thick and thin strokes.
6) Stroke Variation: How the stroke transitions from thick to thin.
7) Arm Style: Describes diagonal stems and how the strokes ofopen,
rounded letters are terminated.
8) Letterform: From upright to oblique, and the roundness of the letters.
9) Midline:The placement of the type's crossbars, such as in a cap
"H."
10) X-Height: Describes the relative height of the lowercase characters.177
To calculate the ratios that become a type's ten-digit PANOSE number, as
many as sixty-five measurements of the type characters need to be made.The
numbermay be built into aTrueType font or be entered into a database that
can be distributedwith software to allow for PANOSE font substitution.
Adobe's PageMaker and Corel's CorelDRAW are two such programs.
Of interest to this project, having access to PANOSE type-attribute data
could be used as the basis for setting defaults for leading, type size, line
lengths.And the attributes describing serif style, proportion, letterform, and
x-height could become the bases for suggesting a sans serif face thatwould
make a good companion to a serif text type.
Interface Issues
"A toolwhich requires more time, effort, and training to use than the task
requires without the tool is not likely to be a successful
178 A software
tool's user interface, then, should be designed to let the user devote mental
processing to the task, not the tool.
The software being investigated is
intended to provide away for the user to put together book
pages by selecting
from pre-defined options. C.Martin Brown andApple Computer have drawn
up fists ofuser interface rules
of thumb that bear on the problem:
On memorization
Reduce the amount ofmemorization required for commands, syntax, and
rules.179
Present memory aids in the form ofchecklists and
summaries to reduce
the effort needed to remember complex
operations.180
Use the idea of
"see-and-point"
rather than forcing the user to memorize
commands.181
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On manipulation
Allow the users to feel that they are in direct control of the computer;
make the impact ofoperating on an object immediately
visible.182
On expectations
Capitalize on commonly held expectations and
stereotypes.183
Use basic, concrete metaphors and make them plain to the
user.184
Onforgiveness
Provide multipleways ofdoing the same
things.185
Make actions reversible to encourage exploration.186
\
Onfeedback ,
Let the computer pre-process complex data from many sources and
pre- I
sent a composite result from the complex patterns and relationships.187
Keep users informed about what's happening; make user activities simple I
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CHAPTER 4:
Statement of the Problem
Theproblem
The problem to be studied is an investigation into a newmethod ofdesigning
book pages, one that does not require the user to have expert knowledge in this
particular area ofdesign.The method is to be implemented as a computer
software program.
The project has its theoretical roots in the ideas ofProvan, Rice, and Zapf.
Their thoughts were based on a concept ofpresenting the book designerwith
sets ofpre-defined options for the various elements that make up a book's
pages.The various options would be presented in some visual manner. The
designerwould make selections from
"catalogs"
of available options; these
would become the specifications used for marking up a book's text for produc
tion.The developers of such a system would build in their expert knowledge of
book design, so that even a non-expert userwould be able to create a readable
book by drawing on that budt-in design expertise.
The project seeks to extend this concept by taking advantage ofcontempo
rary computer-based publishing techniques that closely link design and pro
duction, unlike traditional graphic design methods. Production (typesetting,
page make-up) occurs as the design decisions are made. At the end of the
design process, instead ofhaving a set of specifications to be passed along to a
production artist or typesetter, the end product is a computer document ready
for imaging.
In addition to designing a book page, the project seeks to address the
problem ofdesigning the whole book.
This approach needs a body ofbook-design knowledge as a basis formak
ing decisions about the options to be incorporated into the system.The non
expert user needs to be shielded from the unfamiliar intricacies ofbook design.
At the same time, such a system should educate the user about those detads.
The knowledge base that forms the basis for the system comes from the exten
sive review of the book-design literature presented in the previous chapter.
The goal of the project is to demonstrate the functions ofa software
design tool that both non-expert and experienced users would find useful for





The work performed to meet the project's goals was structured into three
phases: research, design and implementation, and evaluation.The software
concept being investigatedwas christened
"BookMaker"
at an early stage.The
target users ofBookMakerwere defined as the busy graphic designer, produc
tion artist, or printing technicianwith little or no book design experience.
During the research phase, information on book design was gathered and
organized.These findings guided the thinking behind the software's workflow
and functionality as the concept was turned into aworking demonstration ver
sion ofBookMaker. Finally, the software demo was presented to a group of
professionals in the graphics industry for their impressions and feedback.
Research
As preparation for the study into the design ofa software tool for the design of
book pages, research into book typography and layout was conducted.The
information gathered is presented in Chapter 3.
The approach thatwas taken to the research was: "what does the designer
of the software first need to know about book
design?"
That information
formed a knowledge basewhich was referred to throughout the process of
designing the BookMaker software. For example, the ideas behindwhat
became BookMaker's workflow setting up the physical dimensions of the
book, then its type, margins, the layout of its text pages, and lastly the book's
"oddments"
was suggested byMartin andTschichold in describing their own
processes ofbook design. Another example are the default type specifications
for a book's preliminaries and end-matter thatwere to become part ofBook
Maker. Setting their typographic specifications as variations on the text type's
resulted from the guidelines described bymany of the sources, but especially
Jennett, HughWilliamson, andAdrianWilson.
Design and implementation
One of the first decisions made was how the software conceptwould be imple
mented: as a stand-alone book design program or as a plug-in software module
to an existing general page layout
system. Itwas decided to create BookMaker
as an
"XTension,"
or add-on software module to QuarkXPress, a program
widely used by graphic designers and print production artists.
[41]
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From the perspectives of the designer of the software and the potential
BookMaker/XPress user, this decision has several advantages:
Users would not need to learn an entirely new program, but could take
advantage of their current QuarkXPress knowledge.
Providers ofoutput and printing services are already familiarwith imaging
XPress-built documents.
Techniques for handling common functions (printing, importing text,
applying style sheets, and so on) already exist inXPress andwould not
need to be reinvented.
An extensive body ofother QuarkXTensions already exists that handles
many design and production tasks (performing page impositions, indexing
text, creating tables, translatingword processing documents, etc.) that
could be tapped into, so that these functions would not need to be
duplicated in BookMaker.
The next step in the design of the project's software conceptwas creating
the design options to bemade available to the user. A broad selection for each
typographic element and book part needed to be designed, and each option
needed to be a
"safe"
one, so that an inexperienced user of the softwarewould
not be allowed to make poor design choices.Two factors affecting the read
ability ofa book's textwere identified from the research the text's line length
and interlinear spacing; that needed to be addressed in order to help the user
to avoidmaking an unreadable book.
A list of typographic elements thatmight appear on a book's text pages
was drawn up, including such elements as paragraphs, extracts, headlines, sub
heads, folios, among others.Then, a list ofpreliminaries and end-matter that
might be needed in addition to a book's textwas assembled.
To allow the user to make choices from
"catalogs"
ofpre-defined design
options, an icon-based approach was chosen.With the lists of styles and book
parts in hand and the research results inmind, lists of style sheets were drawn
up. (In QuarkXPress, a style sheet describes all the typographic formatting
options for individual characters or entire paragraphs.The specifications
include typeface and style, its size and leading, indents, tab stops, additional
space before or after paragraphs, and so on.Applying a style sheet to a selec
tion of text on the page assigns all those type specifications, all at once.)The
size of the book's text type was used as the basis for many of the other styles.
For example, chapter heads are defined as being twice the size of the text type.
Footnotes are set two point sizes smaller than the text, and so on.
Then, thumbnail-sized icons representing each ofthe style sheetswere cre
ated.The icons and typographic specifications are presented inAppendix B.
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The software'sworkflow and interface were the next areas to tackle. As
discussed earlier, the sequence of steps that the user is to followwas suggested
by the research.To implement this, an interface that divided the book design
process into specific tasks was developed.The separate tasks were located onto
separate panels in a window designed to float above a standard QuarkXPress
documentwindow. Each panel was designed to be accessible by the user click
ing on a file folder-like
"tab."
To create an environment thatwas as familiar as
possible, standard user interface components were incorporated into Book
Maker: buttons, checkboxes, pop-up menus, and so on. All these graphic ele
ments were created on an Apple Macintosh computer system usingAdobe
Photoshop.
Macromedia Director software was used to create the BookMaker demon
stration. Effortwas taken to make the demonstration as realistic as possible in
simulating the functions ofQuarkXPress as well as those ofthe proposed
BookMaker XTension. The Director presentationwas sized to fit the 14-inch
color screen of the laptop computer thatwould be used to carry the demo to
those participating in the evaluation phase of the project.
To showcase the capabilities ofBookMaker during the demonstration, the
design ofa suitably complex book needed to be shown.The book should
demand the use ofawide range of typographic styles and book parts. Its final
form should fully exercise BookMaker and give those participating in the
demonstration a proper feel for the scope of the program's capacities.The text
for such a book, theUnited States Central Intelligence Agency's WorldFact-
book, was located and downloaded from the Project Gutenbergweb site
(http://www.gutenberg.net).This text file included a table ofcontents, an
introduction, text pages with part tides and multiple levels of subheads, among
other elements.The WorldFactbook contains geographical, economic and
demographic data about every country in the world.
A limit ofone-halfhour for the demonstrationwas set, as the test subjects
evaluating the project would be taking time out of their busy daily schedules.
The scope of the presentation was adjusted to allow it to fit into the time con
straint; part of the adjustmentwas to edit the book's text to include only
North, Central, and South American countries.
Screen captures illustrating the step-by-step progress of the presentation
are presented inAppendix C.
Evaluation
The project evaluation consisted of two steps: first, presenting the demonstra
tion to twenty professionals in the graphics field. And second, asking them to





experience in print design and production ranged from beginner
to expert, covering the software's target market described in Chapter i as "the
busy graphic designer and the non-designer as
well."
Twenty subjects participated in the project's evaluation. Of those, nine
identified themselves as graphic designers, six as working in print production,
and five as being involved in "general The last group included
college-level educators who teach graphics software applications at an art
school, a commercial photographerwho also creates his own self-promotional
print materials, and an individualwith graphic design experience who has
more recently held design-studio management positions.
To take the presentation to the subjects, the BookMaker demonstration
was installed onto anApple PowerBook G3 laptop computer.The subjects
were given the half-hour demonstration and were encouraged to ask questions
during the presentation and to write additional comments on the question
naire form as they saw fit.
The form consisted of four questions asking about back
grounds, and fifteen questions about their reactions to different aspects of the
BookMaker software.The subjects were asked to answer the first three back
ground questions whde the demonstration was being set up.
The questionnaire is shown on the following pages as Figures 1 and 2.The




1 . Is your background mainly in:
? graphic design D production (including printing and pre-press) Z general publishing
2. Do you have any previous experience in book design or production? D yes ? no
3. Before participating in the demonstration, how would have rated your knowledge of
a. typesetting terminology: ? a great amount Z some ? a little Z none
b. book terminology: D a great amount G some ? a little G none
c. text readability issues: ? a great amount Z some ? a little Z none
4. After the software demonstration, do you feel that you have learned more about book design and production?
? yes, a great amount Z yes, some Z yes, a little ? no
About the BookMaker software demonstration
1 . Having seen the demonstration, would you consider using BookMaker for a book design/production job?
G definitely G maybe Z no
2. Did the workflow from start to finish (setting the book dimensions first, type specifications next, and so on) seem
clear and logical? D yes D no
3. Did you feel that the amount of information presented on the screen at any step in the process was:
? too much to take in at once Q enough to be understandable Z not enough to be helpful to me
4. If you answered "too
much"
to the previous question, in what area(s) of the BookMaker software did you feel
that too much information was presented at one time?
5. Some of the warnings given by BookMaker were intended to prevent inappropriate choices from being made.
Did you find these warnings: ? too intruswe and unwelcome G helpful G unnecessary
6. When making choices from the Style and Book Parts options, did you feel that there were:
Z too many options Z enough options Z not enough options
7. Did the appearance of the Style and Book Part thumbnail icons and their descriptions provide enough informa
tion to allow decisions to be made? Z yes ? no
8. What single feature or capability of BookMaker stood out as being the most useful?
9. Could you see enough of the page being designed at any one time? _ yes Lj no




1 0. What features would like to see added to BookMaker?
1 1 . Did you feel that the capabilities of the software were:
? too limited G suitable only for very simple book projects Z flexible enough for most book projects
1 2. Would you like to see the BookMaker approach applied to the design and production of any of these?
a. magazine pages: Z yes Z no
b. newspaper pages: G yes ? no
c. newsletters: Z yes Z no
d. forms: G yes G no
13. Please rate the importance of these features:
very somewhat not
important important important
a. step-by-step workflow: G G Q G G
b. expert type face suggestions: Z Z Z Z Z
c. book length display: Z Z D Z Z
d. Style and Book Part checklists: G G G Z Z
e. integration with QuarkXPress: G G G C G
1 4. How would you rate BookMaker's overall ease of use? Z excellent G very good Z fair Z poor
1 5. Overall, how useful did you And the software? Z excellent Z very good Z fair Z poor
Thank you very much for your time and attention. Your help has been greatty appreciated!
Figure2: TheBookMaker demonstration user evaluationform (back), shown here reducedfrom the





As described in the previous chapter, twenty graphics-industry professionals
were given a demonstration of the BookMaker software's capabilities.They
were then asked to record their reactions to the software by completing a ques
tionnaire. The form included questions about backgrounds and
their opinions on various aspects ofBookMaker.
Overall, the
subjects'
reactions to the BookMaker concept were extremely
favorable. In this chapter, the numerical andwritten results of the evalu
ations are presented for each of the questions on the form (see Figures i and 2).
The number ofresponses given to any answer appears inside parentheses.
Because not every question was answered by every subject, the numbers of
responses for some of the questions do not add up to twenty.
Tabulated responsesfrom the twenty questionnaires
About yourself
1. Is your background mainly in:
( 9 ) graphic design
( 6 ) production (including printing and pre-press)
( 5 ) general publishing
2. Do you have any previous experience
in book design or production?
(12) yes
(7) no




( 15 ) a great amount ( 3 ) some ( 2 ) a
little ( o ) none
b. book terminology:
( 4 ) a great amount (10) some ( 5 ) a little (
1 ) none
c. text readability issues:
(10) a great amount ( 8 ) some ( 2 ) a littie ( o ) none
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4. After the software demonstration, do you feel that you have learned more
about book design and production?
( 6 ) yes, a great amount
( 9 ) yes, some
( 3 ) yes, a litde
(o ) no
About the BookMaker software demonstration
1. Having seen the demonstration, would you consider using BookMaker for
a book design/production job?
(19) definitely
( 1 ) maybe
(o) no
2. Did the workflow from start to finish (setting the book dimensions first,
type specifications next, and so on) seem clear and logical?
(20) yes
(o) no
3. Did you feel that the amount of information presented on the screen at
any step in the process was:
( o ) too much to take in at once
(20) enough to be understandable
( o ) not enough to be helpful to me
4. Ifyou answered "too to the previous question, inwhat area(s) of the
BookMaker software did you feel that too much information was pre
sented at one time?
(no responses)
5. Some of the warnings given by BookMakerwere intended to prevent
inappropriate choices from beingmade. Did you find these warnings:
( o ) too intrusive and unwelcome
(19) helpful
( 1 ) unnecessary
6. When making choices from the Style and Book
Parts options, did you feel
that there were:
( 1 ) too many options
(19) enough options
( o ) not enough options
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j. Did the appearance of the Style and Book Part thumbnad icons and their
descriptions provide enough information to allow decisions to be made?
(20) yes
(o) no
8. What single feature or capability ofBookMaker stood out as being the
most useful?
"Clarity of
"The ability to move from pallette to
document"
"Built-in logical selections that promote ordered, consistent
"Automatic creation, Unking, and placing ofnew styles in a logical
fashion"
"Making something not understood,
"Actually seeing all the styles 'in
action.'
Very logically
"Page number tally as you make
decisions."
"The ease ofcreating good
"Helping choose font size 8c
leading."
"Being able to seewhat the pages look
like."
"That you could apply styles and then instandy seewhat itwould look
like."
"Setting up
"Page count feature; no, it's seeing the styles on screen before making your
final choice I'd save lots of laser proofs that
"It gave choices for page layouts ofa
book."
"Simple step by step
"Automating the process ofcreating publications using good design
"Difficult to choose one just overall itwas very clear, logical, sensible,
'correct'
in its choices. Verywell thought
9. Could you see enough of the page being designed at any one time?
(18) yes
( 2) no
10. What features would like to see added to BookMaker?
"Generic pix placement, 3D thickness
indication."
"Color selection from pallette for different








"Offer the option ofbuying the recommended fonts with the
"Have a simple& expert interface choice to limit/expand
"Photo
usage"
"To allow for picture boxes 8c captions and to automatically accept various
text
tags."




"Help screen/status fine to indicatewhat to do
next."
"Additional step-by-step instructions for styles 8cbook parts tabs, to guide
users through the
"Possibly something to show signature breaks or even show imposition for
reference. Especially] helpful if signaturewould only have 2 or 3 printed
pages and the rest
blank."
11. Did you feel that the capabilities of the software were:
( o ) too limited
( 2 ) suitable only for very simple book projects
(18) flexible enough formost book projects
12. Would you like to see the BookMaker approach applied to the design and
production ofany of these?
a. magazine pages: (15) yes ( 5 ) no
b. newspaper pages: (12) yes (3) no
c. newsletters: (14) yes ( 1 ) no
d. forms: (14) yes ( 2 ) no




a. step-by-step workflow: (17) (2) (1) (o) (o)
b. expert typeface suggestions: (9) (6) (5) (o) (o)
c. book length display: (13 ) ( 4 ) ( 3 ) ( ) ( )
d. Style and Book Part checklists: (14) (5) (1) (o) (o)
e. integrationwith QuarkXPress: (17) (2) (o) (1) (o)
14. Howwould you rate BookMaker s overall ease ofuse?
(14) excellent





15. Overall, how useful did you find the software?
(15) excellent
( 5 ) very good
(o) fair
( o ) poor
Additional comments
Several of the subjects wrote additional critical comments at the end oftheir
questionnaires, addressing areas ofBookMaker they felt had not been ade
quately implemented, or could be added or improved upon.Their comments
are noted here:
"Inside paragraph style changes (bold - italic)
"Some overall font exchanges to switch individual fonts.
"More book theory in special area. Chapter on proportions ofbooks,
pages, type area, etc.




checkmarks would stand outmore if theywere
green."
"Onlyminor criticism is some choices ofwords
" 'verso/recto'
is too industry specific 8c not common man user friendly.
"part'
seemed awkward; perhaps 'section'?
"'drop'
Iwould probably have called header or head space or something else.
"also - 1 have limited color vision so could not see red from grey. Possibly
add some other visual clue for this.











subheadwhich is notwhat it
is."
Discussion
The demonstration overall reaction to the BookMaker software con
cept and presentationwere extremely favorable.When asked their opinions on
the utility of the software (Questions 1, 2, 11, 14, and 15),
their responses were
very positive.
Therewere few clear correlations seen between the groups ofusers and the
perceived desirability ofcertain features of the software.
For example, six of the nine graphic designers thought highly of
Book-
Maker's typeface suggestion feature (seeAppendix A for a description of this
and other BookMaker features), even though this was expected to appealmore
to the production and general publishing groups. Nine ofeleven members of
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those groups rated the importance of this feature highly. Seven of the twenty
answered they had no book-design experience.These users found the same
features and capabdities ofBookMaker as useful as those with previous experi
ence.This seems to indicate the appropriateness of the concept to a wide audi
ence ofpotential users.
Nearly all of the subjects gave the software high marks for usabdity.The
questions referring to BookMaker's workflow, the thumbnad icon concept for
style options, and the amount of information presented at anymomentwere
answeredwith strongly positive responses. All but one of the twenty felt that
just enough design options were avadable; the one who did not was of the
opinion that therewere too many options from which to choose.
The software's
"intelligent"
features also metwith overall approval: the
warnings given at different stages, the typeface suggestions, and its step by step
approach to book design. Several of thewritten responses to the question
"what single feature or capabUity ofBookMaker stood out as being the most
useful?"
pointed out the software's
"logical"
workflow and the interactive
method ofapplying styles as beingmost beneficial. (SeeAppendix C for illus
trations ofBookMaker in operation.) As seen from the responses to Question
13, more of the subjects thought the step-by-step workflowwas a very impor
tant part of the software concept, as was its close relationship to their familiar
QuarkXPress. The checklists for page- and book-design elements and the
book-length readout followed next in importance.
Question 12 dealtwith other design jobs where the subjects thought Book-





greater proportion ofaffirmative replies to negative ones. Like books, these
design jobs with their fairly simple layout requirements and/or use of repeti
tive elements seemed appropriate jobs for the same method.
All of the twenty subjects thought they had learned a bit more about
book
design by the end of the demonstration. Creating an educational "learn-as
-
aspect was one of the goals of the project: if the users learned more
about page and book design, theymight find that their next bookjob would
run more quickly and efficiendy.
Only two of the twenty thought that BookMaker s interface took up too
much area on the screen, finding that not enough of the book's pages were visi
ble. It was expected this would be more ofan issue for the users. However,
most seemed to realize that the laptop computer's screen used for the demon
stration was much smaller than the ones theyworkwith and made
allowances
for the difference.
Of the responses to Question 10, asking about features the
subjects would
like to see added to BookMaker, nearly halfof the answers fell into only two
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categories: picture usage and additional help-system features. The graphic
designers, especially, sought picture-handling functions to be includedwith
BookMaker 's feature list.The software was designedwith the idea that the
user would simply access QuarkXPress's budt-in functions for anything that
BookMaker could not do, but this assumption does not seem to have been





modes to shield the beginner from some
of the complexity. Another proposed a "status
fine"
display to give the user
instructions aboutwhat to do next. Some users looked for greater levels of
automation in the process.
Several of the subjects wrote additional comments at the end of the ques
tionnaire dealingwith areas they felt needed improvement. One of them was
color-blind and could not see the style and book part checkmarks change from
gray to red, a possibility never considered during the design of the software's
interface. Another expected the checkmarks to turn green, indicating
"go."
Other comments dealtwith the use of some of the book-design jargon that
was seen as being not user-friendly enough for those unfamiliar with the field's
terminology.
The questionnaire was not designed to record the enthusiasm of the users,
but the author was pleasantiy surprised by the interest shown by the subjects
during the demonstrations. Severalmade the comment that theywould buy
such a program immediately,were it avadable, and encouraged him to bring it





The goal of the project, "to demonstrate the functions of a software design tool
that both non-expert and experienced users would find useful for the task of
making a readable
book,"
was achieved.The demonstration of the BookMaker
software conceptwas verywell received by the group of test subjects. All





The subjects found the
"logical,"
step-by-step approach to the problem of
book design particularly desirable.The thumbnad design-option icons which
represent BookMaker 's pre-defined styles were judged effective, offering a
suitable amount of alternatives for the various typographic styles and book
parts.Most of the group also thought the software afforded enough flexibility
to handle the majority ofbook-design tasks.
The most asked-for feature not implemented in the demonstration was a
way ofworkingwith pictures in BookMaker. This was requested often enough
that it should certainly be added to the software's feature list. An unobtrusive
method ofoffering additional
"help"
information could also be considered to
assist in leading the user to the next step to be taken in the book-design the
process. The concerns raised by the one color-blind subject were simply never
considered by the author during the design of the project.This problem could
be addressed by altering the color and /or shape of the checkmarks after a step
has been completed.
As seen in the questionnaire results, the BookMaker concept has a wide
appeal to a broad audience ofgraphics-industry professionals.The same type
ofworkflowwas seen as applicable to other design jobs, especially thosewith
fairly simple layouts and repetitive use ofdesign elements. Perhaps a
"Forms-
Maker"
productwould also be successful.
Recommendationforfurther study
One of the questions on the evaluation form asked the subjects what features
theywould like to see added to BookMaker.
One response asked for "auto
matic
formatting"
and another for a way ofhandling tagged text. These com
ments address a limitation of the BookMaker/QuarkXPress combination: the
user must manually
"tell"
XPresswhat style sheet to assign to what section of
the text.This can be a tedious, time-consuming process.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
QuarkXPress has the ability to accept text files where style sheet assign
ments are embedded in the text before it is imported into theXPress docu
ment.This is done by usingXPress Tags. For example, to assign the style sheet
named
"subhead"
to a fine of text, the user types in:
@subhead:Recommendation for further study
The
"@subhead:"
tagwdl not appear on the XPress page, but the linewill be
assigned the proper style sheet and its typographic specifications without
further user intervention.
A system to help the user tag a text filewould gready streamline the use of
style sheets inXPress,whether usedwith BookMaker or not. Such a system
(named, perhaps inevitably, "TextTagger") would offer the user a simple
method of inserting tags. It could be designed for use bywriters and editors.
Intelligence in the tagging process would be budt in:TextTagger could assume
the paragraph following a chapter head needs to be tagged "text /lst
and the paragraph after that as
"text."
A system ofprobable style sheet assign
ments could be developed, adowing the software to automate a large portion of
this tedious but useful task.
Conclusions
The demonstration of the BookMaker software conceptwas evaluated by a
group of its potential users busy designers and non-designers,with different
levels ofexperience as being a very successful solution to the problem of
designing a book.The ability to turn an author's words into a book quickly and
without special knowledge on the part of the operator would open up this
design task to awider group ofusers. If the market for on-demand books
brings book-design assignments to more graphic designers and production
artists, a solution like BookMaker would be awelcome addition to the graphic









BookMaker has been implemented as an add-on software module to thewidely-used
QuarkXPress page layout program. Such an add-on is called an
"XTension,"
and its
functionality is added on to that ofXPress.
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Figure3:ABookMaker design session inprogress. The main BookMakerpalette (upper left)floats
above the QuarkXPress documentwindow. XPress's Style Sheetspalette is shown in the lower right.
Most of the user interactionwith BookMaker takes place with its main palette, a
movable windowwhich floats above theXPress documentwindow (as shown in Fig
ure 3). BookMaker uses an interface inwhich the numerous book-page design activi
ties have been grouped by function and divided among five separate
areas. Each area is
accessible by clicking on a file folder-like
"tab."
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The five areas are:
Setup, where the book's physical dimensions are defined;
Type, for specifying the typeface or faces to be used in the book;




Styles, for creating XPress style sheets which are used to apply typographic for
mats to the book's text, and
BookParts, where the book's preliminaries and end-matter styles are created.
Each tab area includes buttons, checkboxes, pop-up menus and other familiar
interface elements. Users are led through the book design process by advancing from
one tab area to the next, and from top to bottomwithin each area. Simdar functions
within each tab area are grouped together and borderedwith frames to further orga
nize theworkflow.
Setup tab area
The first set ofoptions that the user encounters are located in the Setup tab area (see
Figure 4 on the next page).These define the book's physical dimensions. In the upper
left of the tab area is a pop-up menu for the book's page size. Clicking the menu and
holding down the mouse button brings up a list ofcommon page sizes: 121 x 120 mil
limeters (for Compact Disc booklets), 4.5 x 6 inches, 5.5 x 8.5 inches, 6x9 inches,
7 x 10 inches, 8.5 x 11 inches, and a Custom option to allow the user to type in dimen
sions forwidth and height into the two text entry fields below the menu. Facing pages
and tall orwide orientation are set next.
The binding method pop-up provides a list of typical book-binding techniques.
These are: case, perfect, saddle stitch, spiral, and 3-ring.The list of selections is exten
sible; user-added bindings are added below a divider line following the
3-ring option. In the software demonstration, DocuTech tape bind and RepKover
have been added. If the user does not know how the bookwill be bound, an option for
"unknown"
is provided at the bottom of the menu.
The bindingmethod specification controls the placement, size and appearance
on the page spread ofa non-printing indicator that shows the user what part of the
page will not be readable due to the mechanical constraints of the different binding
options. Drill holes, for example, will be shown for the spiral binding option. For a
perfect-bound book, an estimation of the area thatwill be hidden from view as the
book's pages curve into the spine is shown. See Figures 41 through 45 inAppendix C
for examples.
When the page dimensions and binding have been chosen, the user clicks the Set
Book Size button to finalize the settings, and moves on to the next tab, Type.
[59]
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Figure 4:BookMaker's Setup tab area.
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Type tab area
As seen in Figure 6 on the following page, the Type tab area is divided into two sec
tions: the primary typeface and the accent typeface. The primary face is used for the
body of the book's text and ifno accent face is used for all the other typographic
elements. Ifa contrasting accent face is chosen, it is used for subheads, chapter heads,
page headlines, and so on.
The primary face pop-up menu lists the computer's installed fonts grouped by
type family, such as Adobe Caslon, Helvetica orMinion. By default, the primary font




weight in the Roman style.This prevents an
inexperienced user from choosing an inappropriate member ofa type family, such as
bold italic, for the book's text.
The default size BookMaker selects for any specified primary face varies to main
tain an approximately equal number ofcharacters per line of text. For example, the
default size ofStone Serif, a facewith very round letterforms and a tall x-height, is
9 point.The default size ofAdobe Caslon,with its slighdy condensed forms and a
shorter x-height, is 10V1 point.
"Leading"
is the term commonly used in place of the more accurate "interlinear
spacing."
However, most graphic designers and production artists refer to the distance




as well. For consis









Figure$:BookMaker's default interlinear spacing or
"leading"
is determinedby the typeface's size and
x-height.
BookMaker calculates a default leading value for the chosen typeface and its size,
based on the type's x-height. (See Figure 5, above.) Faceswith taUer x-heights and
shorter extenders (ascenders and descenders) receive more generous leading.This
technique is based onWilliamson's rule of thumb described on page 13,where the dis
tance between the baseline ofone line of type and the x-height line of the next is
[61]
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Figure 6:BookMaker's Type tab area.
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1.5 times the x-height distance. Following experimentation by the author, the 1.5 x
multiplierwas increased to 1.75 x to prevent adjacent extenders from touchingwhen
setting typefaceswith very short x-heights.
The type's size and its leading are linked, as indicated by the chain icon to the
right of the size and leading readouts. If the size is increased or decreased by clicking
on its adjustment arrows, the leading changes as well. Clicking the chain icon replaces
itwith a broken chain and unlinks the relationship between size and leading, allowing
these specifications to be adjusted independendy.
Next, the type's alignment is selected from a pop-up menu.The default is justi
fied; flush left/ragged right (FL/RR) may also be specified. Options for flush right/
ragged left and centered settings also appear on the pop-up's list, but under a divider
line.The divider serves as a reminder that BookMaker does not recommend these
alignments for setting extensive amounts of text type.
Below the frame containing the primary typeface options is a sample window that
displays several lines of text in the selected face.
The default settings in the Type tab area have the accent options inactive, follow
ing the traditional rule of thumb "one type for one
book."
If the userwants to set other
typographic page elements in a contrasting face, clicking the Accent checkbox acti
vates this section. An accent typeface may be chosen from all the fonts installed on the
computer from the accent pop-up menu, or,with its Expert Suggestions feature,
BookMaker can recommend accent faces.
Suggested accent faces for a serifprimary face are always sans serif, and vice versa.
The user sets the desired degree ofvisual contrast from low to highwith the slider
control. BookMaker installs its suggested typefaces on the accent face pop-up menu
(see Figures 50 through 54 for examples). BookMaker takes into account the degree of
contrast that has been specified and the primary face'sweight, x-height, and
letter-
form shapes data it accesses from its PANOSE font characteristics database. These
factors are used to generate a PANOSE number describing possible accent typefaces.
The PANOSE number generated is then comparedwith those of the fonts actually
installed on the computer.Those matchingwill appear in the accent face pop-up for
the user to select from. At lower contrast settings, the size of the suggested accent
faces will match the size of the primary face. As the contrast setting is raised, the
accent face's size increases, further heightening the typographic contrast between the
primary and accent types.
When the user has decided on the type to be used in the book, the Set Character
Styles button is clicked and QuarkXPress character style sheets are created. Character
style sheets include specifications for font and size, and form the basis for paragraph
style sheets thatwill be created laterwith BookMaker's Styles and Book Parts tab
areas. One paragraph style sheet,
"text,"
is made at this stage.When the book's text is
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imported, itwill be assigned the text style sheet and serve as a starting point for
adding other typographic elements to the book's pages.
Next, however, having completed the basic specifications for the book's type, the
user moves on to designing its margins.
Margins tab area
The Margins tab area is used to select the arrangement ofcolumns of text on the
book's pages and to specify howmuch of the page is occupied by text.The user does
not have to dealwith actual margin dimensions. Instead, BookMaker creates properly
proportioned margins based on the page size and the desired type area.
The book's type area is a rectangular area on the page inside which all the page's
type will be set.The type area is specified as a percentage of the total page area.The
default settings are a single text column occupying 55 percent of the page.These
defaults were chosen as being typical ofa modern book.
If the book's text has not yet been importedwhen the user clicks on theMargins
tab, BookMaker usesXPress's standard text-import function for choosing a text file
and flowing its contents into the book's pages. If the book's text is not yet finished, the
usermay opt for using the software's built-in dummy
"greeking"
text.
As text is imported, BookMaker calculates the number ofpages required for the
text based on the page size, the default margins, and the specified primary typeface's
size and leading. This page count is displayed at the bottom of the screenwith the
"Current
Length"
readout (see Figure 7, below).The page count is automatically
updatedwhenever the user makes a change to the type, page margins, or other for
matting specifications that modifies the length of the book.
UpjJiCllL, LJUUIUL JPOTTXP iUUli C-I3L U4 LUC rUULup ^VtUUIJUII
mixing of airmass fromtheArctic, Pacific and North A
and produce most of the country^ rain and snow
9"
100S5 Page: 36 ff] Current Length : 324 pp 4 ?
Figure 7:Detailofon-screen window showing, along the bottomfrom left to right:
QuarkXPress's
view scale andpage indicators, andBookMaker's display ofthe book's currentpage count.
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Figure 8: BookMaker's Margins tab area.
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The Margins tab area introduces BookMaker's thumbnail icons,which allow the
user to select from amongmultiple pre-defined options for different aspects of the
book's typography and layout.
At the top of theMargins tab area shown in Figure 8 on the preceding page is a
scrollable window containing four options for the arrangement of the book's text
columns. (Details on these, and all other BookMaker design options, are presented in
Appendix B.) Placing the mouse pointer over a thumbnail displays text in a message
area at the bottom of the BookMaker palette that describes the formatting option rep
resented by that icon. Clicking on the thumbnad highlights itwith a colored rectangle
and applies that style to the page.Thus, users receive instant visual feedback on the
effect of their selection. For example, clicking the second icon (two equal-width text
columns) divides the default single column into two.The resulting layout is instandy
displayed on the screen.At the same time, BookMaker calculates the space taken up
by the empty gutter between the columns and increases the book length display
accordingly.
The user may adjust margins by sliding theType Area control between the limits
of40 percent (verywide margins and a longer book) and 75 percent (very tight mar
gins but a shorter book). A numerical value may also be typed direcdy into the field
provided.
BookMaker automatically sets the margin proportions. The starting point is a
ratio of 1V1 : 2 : 3 : 4 between the back, head, fore-edge and footmargins, respectively.
The bindingmethod specified in the Setup tab area has an effect on the width of the
backmargin: its width is adjusted to keep the type area far enough away from the
spine for the text to remain visible after binding.
Figure 9 on the following page shows an example of the progression of
Book-
Maker's margins as the type area increases from 45 to 75 percent. As the type area
specification increases toward the maximum of75 percent, thewidth of the head,
fore-
edge, and foot margins become more nearly equal, but the center
of the rectangle
formed by the type area is always kept above the mechanical
center of the page.This
maintains a proper optical center for the page's text.
Creating a bookwith a readable line length is a
BookMaker priority.A combina
tion ofmargins and type resulting in lines
of text shorter than 50 characters or longer
than 70will generate a dialog boxwarning that a difficult reading situation
has been
created. BookMakerwill suggest actions to be taken.The user can always choose to
ignore this and otherwarnings. For an example, see Figure 62.
Once the margins have been chosen, the user clicks the Set Page Margins
button
to finalize the settings. Behind the scenes, BookMaker has created margins on
QuarkXPress's "master At this point, the book's physical dimensions, basic
type specifications and margins have been specified.The user now moves on to the
Styles tab.
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Figure p:Pagemargins usedbyBookMakerat various type area specifications (shown here applied to a
6 x p-inchpage spread).
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Styles tab area
In this area, the typographic elements that make up the book's text pages are defined.
As seen in Figure 10 on the next page, the Styles tab area contains a list ofstyle items
down its left side.The user reviews the book's text to determinewhat styles it requires
and clicks on the appropriate checkboxes on the list. As each one is clicked, a gray
checkmark appears in the box and a new paragraph style sheet entry is added to
XPress's Style Sheets palette.
If the user is unfamiliarwith any of the style terms, a definition of each style on
the listmay be seen by holding down the Option key on the computer's keyboard and
placing the mouse pointer over the style's name. A small, boxed
"tip"
containing a
description of the style appears at the pointer's location.
Styles not needed by the user for the book under construction are not checked. In
Figure 10, the textof the book being designed does not include extracts or lists. Open
ings ofchapters are made up of four separate styles that appear as sub-entries under
"Openings."
The style list also serves to remind the user not to forget to define a style,
but, the user may return to the Styles tab area at any time and add new styles if the
need arises.
When all the styles that are needed are checked on the list, selections for each are
made by the use of thumbnail icons like those used for choosing the column arrange
ment. The first checked style on the list is activated, indicated by a highlight rectangle
surrounding the style name. Thumbnail icons representing pre-defined options
for
that style appear in the large window covering the right two-thirds of the BookMaker
palette. Placing the mouse pointer over any icon displays descriptive text about the
style depicted by that thumbnail in the message area at the bottom of the Styles tab
area. Clicking an icon highlights it and applies that style to the page. The user can
then evaluate the effect of that style option. Figures 66 through 69 in Appendix C
show this operation in progress.
To finalize a selection, the Set Style button is clicked. The gray checkmark next to
the style name turns red, the next checked style name is highlighted, and its own set of
icons appears. In Figure 10, all the required styles from Paragraphs through Subheads
have been chosen (the red checkmarks are reproduced as darker gray in the illustra
tion) and a style for Footnotes is being chosen. As each style decision is made, specifi
cations for typeface, size, leading, indents, added space, etc., are saved as XPress style
sheets.To apply those style sheets to other
occurrences in the book, the standard
XPress technique is employed: the user selects the appropriate text, then assigns it a
style sheet by clicking its entry in the Style Sheets palette.
All of the available style-option thumbnail icons and their related text descrip
tions are presented in Appendix B.
When all the style decisions have been finalized, all the checkmarkswill be red
and no list itemwill be highlighted. The user then proceeds to the Book Parts tab.
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FN5 : Footnotes separated from text
with blank line spaces; symbols set
flush with left margin.
Set Style
Figure 10:BookMaker's Styles tab area.
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Book Parts tab area
In addition to its text pages, a book may need various preliminaries (material that
appears before the main text) and end-matter (materialwhich follows it).These are
handled byBookMaker's Book Parts tab area, shown in Figure n on the following page.
The workflow is exactly the same as for styles. And, like styles, definition
"tips"
are avadable for each book part on the list. As each part is checked on the list, new
XPress style sheets are entered into its palette.
BookMaker does not assume that the book's text file includes copy for every book
part. It is doubtful, for example, awriter or editor preparing the textwill have
included the book's tide twice, once for the half title and again for the tide page. If the
user finds this is the casewhenworking on the half tide, BookMaker enters place
holder text on the half tide page in the style and position shown by the thumbnail
icon.The user then simply selects the placeholder text and types in the actual title.
Page breaks are automatically inserted after each book part as needed. Since this
may have the effect of adding pages to the book, the "Current
Length"
readout is con
tinually updated so the user knows at any time how long the book is running.
Figures 105 through 133 inAppendix C show how the different book parts are
designed and added to the book.
By default, BookMaker handles several of the book parts (foreword, preface,
introduction and appendix) by using the styles previously defined for the text's chapter
openings and paragraphs. If the user elects to use a different layout for these parts, a
dialog box is presented that allows new styles for these book parts to be created.
All of the avadable thumbnail icons for the book part options, and their related
text descriptions, are presented inAppendix B.
Manually editingBookMaker'spre-defined styles andparts
The user may edit anymargin setup, style, or book part using conventional Quark
XPress editing techniques. For example, the typographic specifications ofany item on
the Style Sheet palette may be edited for typeface, size, leading, additional space
before and after, indents, etc., ifnone ofBookMaker's avadable styles satisfy the
requirements of the book's designer or editor.
The margins created by BookMaker become XPress "master specifications
and may also be altered by the program's user. Folios and other repeating page ele
ments are also items placed byBookMaker onto XPress's master pages and may be
moved around at will by the user.
Once a book's margins, styles and parts have been finalized and the book com
pleted, BookMaker can save all the physical and typographical settings used in the
book as a
"template"
file.This template can be opened and new text imported, picking
up all the template's formatting specifications.The BookMaker menu has a SaveAs
Template item for this purpose (see Figure 40).
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The BookMaker software provides the user the ability to select from
"catalogs"
ofpre
defined options to design text pages, aswell as a book's preliminaries and end-matter.
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descriptive text for each
design option
Figure 12:BookMaker'smainpalette, showing the location ofthumbnail
design-option icons and their
relateddescriptive text.
The tabbed areas ofBookMaker's main palette forMargins, Styles and Book
Parts each contain awindow of thumbnail icons for the user to select from. In addi
tion to the thumbnail, descriptive text appears in a
message area located near the
bottom of the palette. As the user moves the mouse cursor over the individual
thumb-
nads, text appears in the message area that
provides more information about the text
column setup, style or book part represented by that icon.
Presented on the pages that follow are each thumbnail style icon and its related
descriptive text.Two tables conclude this appendix, inwhich the typographical details
ofBookMaker's styles and book parts are described.
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Figure ij: Thumbnail iconsfor Text Column options.
Message area descriptive text (icons left to right):
One text column per page.
Two equal text columns per page.
Two text columns per page in an A-B-B-A arrangement.The narrower column may
be used for sidebars or other marginal copy.
Two text columns per page in an A-B-A-B arrangement. The narrower column may
be used for sidebars or other marginal copy.
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Paragraph style options
/-














Figure 14: Thumbnail iconsfor Paragraph style
options.
Message area descriptive text:
PAl: First paragraph of section not
indented; first line of each fodowing
paragraph is indented.
PA2: Paragraphs separated by extra
space; no indents.
PA3: No indents or extra space
between paragraphs.
PA4: First fine of every paragraph is
indented.
PA5: First paragraph of section not
indented; all following are indented
and separated by extra space.
PA6: All paragraphs indented and
separated by extra space.
PA7: Hanging indent.
PA8: Hanging indent; each paragraph
separated by extra space.
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Openings: Location style options
Message area descriptive text:
LOl: New chapters always start on
new pages either recto or verso.
L02: New chapters start on the same
page as a completed chapterwith
space for a head and three text lines.
Figure /j: Thumbnail iconsfor Openings:Location
style options.
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Figure 16: Thumbnail iconsfor Openings: Chapter
Heads style options.
Message area descriptive text:
CHI: The chapter head is set flush
left to the type area.
CH2: The chapter head is set
centered over the type area.
CH3: The chapter head is set flush
right to the type area.
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Openings: Drop style options
Figure iy: Thumbnail iconsfor Openings:Drop
style options.
Message area descriptive text:
DRl: Chapter head is located at the
top of the type area; text follows
direcdywithout extra space.
DR2: Chapter head is located at the
top of the type area; following text is
separated with blank space.
DR3: Chapter head is dropped down
from the top of the type area; text
follows direcdy.
DR4: Chapter head is dropped; text is
separated from the head by extra
space.
[78]
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Openings: Initials style options
Figure z8: Thumbnail iconsfor Openings: Initials
style options.
Message area descriptive text:
INI: No initial letter.
IN2: A raised initial letter set flush to
the left edge of the type area.
IN3: A raised initial letter indented
from the left margin of the type area.
IN4: A dropped initial letter set flush
to the left margin of the type area.
IN5: An initial letter hung into the
left page margin.
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Figure ip: Thumbnail iconsforExtracts style
options.
Message area descriptive text:
EXl: Smaller-size text set to same
measure as the body text.
EX2: Smaller-size text indented from
the left margin.
EX3: Smaller-size text indented from
the left and right margins.
EX4: Smader-size text set to same
measure as the body text; extra space
before and after.
EX5: Smaller-size text indented from
the left margin; extra space before and
after.
EX6: Smaller-size text indented from
the left and right margins; extra space
before and after.
EX7: FuU-size text set to same
measure as the body text; extra space
before and after.
[8o]
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Subheads style options
Figure 20: Thumbnail iconsfor Subheads style
options.
Message area descriptive text:
2-SHl: Level 1 - Centered over type
area; Level 2
- Set flush left to type
area.
2-SH2: Level 1 - Set flush left to type
area; Level 2
- Run in to paragraph.
2-SH3: Level 1 8c 2 - Set flush left to
type area; distinguished by size.
2-SH4: Level 1 - Centered over type
area foUowed by a dividing rule;
Level 2 - Set flush left to type area.
2-SH5: Level 1 - Set flush left to type
area and foUowed by a dividing rule;
Level 2 - Run in to paragraph.
2-SH6: Level 1 & 2 - Set flush left to
type area; distinguished bv size and
rule foUowing Level 1 subhead.
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Footnotes style options
Figure 21: Thumbnail iconsforFootnotes style
options.
Message area descriptive text:
FNl: Footnotes separated from text
with rule; symbols hung into left
margin.
FN2: Footnotes separated from text
with rule; symbols set flushwith left
margin.
FN3: Footnotes separated from text
with rule; each first line indented.
FN4: Footnotes separated from text
with blank line spaces; symbols hung
into left margin.
FN5: Footnotes separated from text
with blank line spaces; symbols set
flushwith left margin.
FN6: Footnotes separated from text
with blank line spaces; each first line
indented.
FN7: Footnotes run together on the
same fine or lines.
FN8: Footnotes set in the fore-edge
margin.
[82]
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Lists style options
Figure 22: Thumbnail iconsforLists style options.
Message area descriptive text:
LSI: List items set to the width of the
type area and markers flush to the left
margin; no extra space.
LS2: List items indented from the
right margin and markers flush to the
left margin; no extra space.
LS3: List items set to the width of the
type area and markers flush to the left
margin; with extra space.
LS4: List items set indented from the
left margin; no extra space.
LS5: List items set indented from the
left and right margins; no extra space.
LS6: List items set indented from the
left margin; extra space before and
after.
LS7: List items set indented from the
left margin and with hung markers;
no extra space.
LS8: List items set indented from the
left and right margins and with hung
markers; no extra space.
LS9: List items set indented from the
left and right margins andwith hung
markers; extra space.
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Folios style options
Figure2j: Thumbnail iconsforFolios style options.
Message area descriptive text:
FOl: Folio set centered beneath the
type area; with extra space between.
F02: Folio set flush right beneath the
type area; with extra space between.
F03: Folio set indented from left
margin beneath the type area; with
extra space between.
F04: Folio set centered above the type
area; with extra space between.
F05: Folio set flush right above the
type area;with extra space between.
F06: Folio set indented from the left
margin above the type area; with extra
space between.
F07: Folio set in the fore-edge margin;
dropped from top of the type area.
F08: Folio set in the fore-edge margin;
evenwith the bottom edge of the type
area.
F09: Folio set in the fore-edge margin;
with extra space below the bottom edge
of the type area.
[84]
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Figure 24: Thumbnail iconsforHead-&Footline
style options.
Message area descriptive text:
HLl: Headline set centered over type
area; extra space below.
HL2: Headline set flush left over type
area; extra space below.
HL3: Headline set flush right over
type area; extra space below.
HL4: Headline set centered over type
area; extra space and rule below.
HL5: Headline set flush left over type
area; extra space and rule below.
HL6: Headline set flush right over
type area; extra space and rule below.
FLl: Footline set centered beneath
type area; extra space between.
FL2: Footline set flush left beneath
type area; extra space between.
FL3: Footline set flush right beneath
type area; extra space between.
FL4: Footline set centered beneath
type area; extra space and rule
between.
FL5: Footline set flush left beneath
type area; extra space and rule
between.
FL6: Footline set flush right beneath
type area; extra space and rule
between.
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Figure 25: Thumbnail iconsfor Part Titles style
options.
Message area descriptive text:
PTl: Part tide set flush left and
located in the upper-left corner of the
type area.
PT2: Part tide set centered and
located in the type area's upper center.
PT3: Part tide set flush right and
located in the upper-right corner of
the type area.
PT4: Part tide set flush left and
located in the type area's center-left.
PT5: Part tide set centered and
located in the center of the type area.
PT6: Part tide set flush right and
located in the center-right of the type
area.
PT7: Part tide set flush left and
located in the lower-left corner of the
type area.
PT8: Part tide set centered and
located in the type area's lower center.
PT9: Part tide set flush right and
located in the lower-right corner of
the type area.
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Figure 26: Thumbnail iconsforHalfTitle book
part options.
Message area descriptive text:
HTl: Half title set flush left in the
upper left of the type area.
HT2: Half tide set centered in the
upper center of the type area.
HT3: Half title set flush right in the
upper right of the type area.
HT4: Half tide set flush left; dropped
from the upper left of the type area.
HT5: Half tide set centered; dropped
from the upper center of the type
area.
HT6: Half tide set flush right;
dropped from the upper right of the
type area.
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Half Tide Verso book part options
Figure2j: Thumbnail iconsforHalfTitle Verso
bart options.
Message area descriptive text:
HTvl: List of items set flush left to
the left margin of the established type
area.
HTv2: List of items set centered to
the established type area.
HTv3: List of items set flush right to
the right margin of the established
type area.
HTv4: List of items set flush left and
indented from the left margin of the
established type area.
HTv5: List of items set flush right
and indented from the right margin of
the established type area.
[88]
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Figure 28: Thumbnail iconsfor Title bookpart
options.
Message area descriptive text:
TLl: Flush left; title set above author
and publisher.
TL2: Flush left; set in a box the size of
the type area with the title above the
author and publisher.
TL3: Flush leftwith the title set inside
horizontal rules and the author and
publisher beneath.
TL4: Flush leftwith the author set
above the title and publisher.
TL5: Flush left; set in a box the size of
the type areawith the author set above
the title and publisher.
TL6: Flush leftwith the author set
above the title and publisher; title set
inside horizontal rules.
TL7: Centered; title set above author
and publisher.
TL8: Centered; set in a box the size of
the type areawith the title above the
author and publisher.
TL9: Centered with the title set inside
horizontal rules and the author and
publisher beneath.
TL10: Centeredwith the author set
above the title and publisher.
TL11: Centered; set in a box the size of
the type areawith the author set above
the tide and publisher.
TL12: Centeredwith the author set
above the tide and publisher; title set
inside horizontal rules.
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Tide Verso book part options
Figure 2p: Thumbnail iconsfor Title Verso book
part options.
Message area descriptive text:
TLvl: Text is set flush left and rests
on the lower edge of the type area.
TLv2: Text is set centered and rests
on the lower edge of the type area.
TLv3: Text is set flush right and rests
on the lower edge of the type area.
[9o]
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Message area descriptive text:
FWl: Standard drop with the head
set flush left; extra space between
head and text.
Note
For the Foreword, BookMaker picks
up the styles set for chapter openings
as theywere defined under Styles. The
Foreword thumbnail icon and text
description will vary, depending on
these previously set specifications.
[9i]
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Preface book part options
PF1
Figureji: Thumbnail iconforPreface bookpart
option.
Message area descriptive text:
PF1: Standard drop with the head set
flush left; extra space between head
and text.
Note
For the Preface, BookMaker picks up
the styles set for chapter openings as
theywere defined under Styles. The
Preface thumbnail icon and text
description will vary, depending on
these previously set specifications.
[92]
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FigureJ2: Thumbnail iconsfor Contents bookpart
options.
Message area descriptive text:
CNl: Standard drop with the head set
flush left; entries set flush leftwith
leader dots to numbers flush right.
CN2: Standard drop with the head set
centered; entries set flush leftwith
leader dots to numbers flush right.
CN3: Standard drop with the head set
flush right; entries set flush left with
leader dots to numbers flush right.
CN4: Standard drop; set flush left
with a 2-em space between entries
and page numbers.
CN5: Standard drop; set centered
with a 2-em space between entries
and page numbers.
CN6: Standard drop; set flush right
with a 2-em space between entries
and page numbers.
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Introduction book part options
IT1
Figurejj: Thumbnail iconfor Introduction book
part option.
Message area descriptive text:
ITl: Standard drop with the head set
flush left; extra space between head
and text.
Note
For the Introduction, BookMaker
picks up the styles set for chapter
openings as theywere defined under
Styles. The Introduction thumbnad
icon and text description will vary,
depending on these previously set
specifications.
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Appendix book part options
r-
AP1
FigureJ4: Thumbnail iconsforAppendix bookpart
options.
Message area descriptive text:
API: Standard drop with the head set
flush left; extra space between head
and text.
AP2: Standard drop with the head set
flush left; extra space between head
and text; text set one size smaller.
Note
For an Appendix, BookMaker picks
up the styles set for chapter openings
as they were defined under Styles. The
Appendix thumbnail icon and text
description wiU vary, depending on
these previously set specifications.
[95]
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Figurejj: Thumbnail iconsforEndnotes bookpart
options.
Message area descriptive text:
ENl: Reference numbers hung; extra
space between each note.
EN2: Reference numbers set flush
left; no additional space between
notes.
EN3: Reference numbers set flush
left; extra space between notes.
EN4: Reference numbers hung; no
additional space between notes.
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Bibliography book part options
Figurej6: Thumbnail iconsforBibliography book
part options.
Message area descriptive text:
BL1: First line set flush to left margin
with foUowing lines indented; extra
space between entries.
BL2: First line set flush to left margin
with foUowing lines indented; no
additional space between entries.
BL3: No indents; extra space between
entries.
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Glossary book part options
Figurejy: Thumbnail iconsfor Glossary bookpart
options.
Message area descriptive text:
GLl: Term set boldface and definition
set regular; extra space between letters
of the alphabet.
GL2: Term set boldface and definition
set regular; extra space and initial
between letters of the alphabet.
GL3: Term set boldface and definition
set regular; extra space, initial and rule
between letters of the alphabet.
GL4: Term set boldface and definition
set regular; no additional space between
letters of the alphabet.
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Index book part options
Figurej8: Thumbnail iconsforIndex bookpart
options.
Message area descriptive text:
IDl: Set flush leftwith indented sub-
entries; extra space between letters of
the alphabet.
ID2: Set flush leftwith indented sub-
entries; extra space and an initial
between letters of the alphabet.
ID3: Set flush leftwith indented sub-
entries; with rule and an initial
between letters of the alphabet.
ID4: Set flush leftwith indented sub-
entries; additional space between
entries.
ID5: Set flush leftwith indented sub-
entries; additional space between
entries with initial.
ID6: Set flush leftwith indented sub-
entries; additional space between
entries with initial and rule.
[99]
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Figurejp: Thumbnail iconsfor Colophon bookpart
options.
Message area descriptive text:
COl: Text is set flush left and uses
the standard drop distance from the
top of the page.
C02: Text is set centered and uses the
standard drop distance from the top
of the page.
C03: Text is set flush right and uses
the standard drop distance from the
top of the page.
C04: Text is set flush left and rests on
the lower edge of the type area.
C05: Text is set centered and rests on
the lower edge of the type area.
C06: Text is set flush right and rests
on the lower edge of the type area.
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Table i: Typographic specifications for
BookMaker's style options
style: typographic specifications:




indents:where used, one lead (a distance




where used, one-halfadditional text line (for exam
ple, an additional 6% points for a paragraphwith
i2Vi points leading).
Openings: Location (LO) Option L02: a minimum of three lines of text of the
new chaptermust fit on the page or the chapter
openingwill be moved to the top of the next page.
Openings: Chapter Heads (CH) All option's typeface andsize: accent face ifused,
primary face ifnot; size is the text size x 2.
Openings: Drop (DR) OptionsDR3, DR4: chapter head is dropped the
equivalent of three lines of text from the top of the
type area.
OptionsDR2, DR4: text following the chapter head
is separated by the equivalent of two lines of text.
Openings: Initials (IN) Options IN2, IN3: point size ofraised initials is the
text size x 2.5.
Options IN4, IN5: dropped or hung initials are
three text lines deep: from the x-height of the first
line of text to the baseline of the third.
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table i (continued)
Extracts (EX)
Subheads (SH), two levels
All
options'
typeface andsize: primary face; if size is
smaller, its size is equal to the text size - 1 point and
leading is reduced proportionally.
All
options'
indents: ifextract text is indented from
either or both margins, indent distance is one lead.
All
options'
additional space above andbelow:where
used, one-halfadditional text fine.
Options 2-SH1, 2-SH4Level 1: accent face; size is
equal to the text size, set centered, one and one-half
blank text fines after; rule ifused to match stroke
thickness ofaccent typeface.
Options 2-SHl, 2-SH4Level2: accent face; size is
equal to the text size, set flush left, one-halfblank
text line after.
Options 2-SH2, 2-SH5Level1: accent face; size is
equal to the text size, set flush left, one and one-
halfblank text lines after; rule ifused to match
stroke thickness ofaccent typeface.
Options 2-SH2, 2-SH5Level2: italic style ofprimary
face; size is equal to the text size, set flush left, run-
in to paragraph.
Options 2-SH3, 2-SH6 Level1: accent face; size is
equal to the text size + 2 points, set flush left, one
and one-halfblank text lines after; rule ifused to
match stroke thickness ofaccent typeface.
Options 2-SH3, 2-SH6 Level2: accent face; size is
equal to the text size, set flush left, one-halfblank
text line after.
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typeface andsize: primary face; size is




additional space above:when usedwith a
dividing rule, one-half additional text fine; rule
thickness is Vi-point and length is 3 picas; when
used without a dividing rule, two blank text lines
separate the last line of text and the first footnote.
All
options'
indents:where used, the equivalent of
one lead of the text.




typeface andsize: primary face; size is
same as the text size.
All
options'
indents: if list item text is indented from
the left margin, indent distance is one lead.
All
options'
additional space above and below:where
used, one-halfadditional text line.
Folios (FO) All typeface and size: primary face; size is
same as the text size.
All
options'
additionalspace above andbelow: one text
line above or below type area.
Option F03, F06 indents: indent distance is one
lead, based on the text's leading.
Option F07: Drop distance to alignwith the first
text line after a chapter head.
Head- &Foodines (HL, FL) All typeface andsize: accent typeface's fam
ily in a weight to approximate that of the text; opti
cal size to match the text size; set in all caps.
All additionalspace above and below: one text
line above or below type area.
OptionsHL4-6, FL4-6:%-point rule.
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table i (continued)
PartTides (PT) All typeface andsize: accent face; size is
equal to the text size x 2.5.
All
options'
placement: all part tide placements (left,
right or centered) are relative to the type area.
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Table 2: Typographic specifications for
BookMaker's book part options
book part: typographic specifications:
HalfTide (HT) All
options'
type size and leading: primary face, size is




placements: aU half tide placements (left,
right or centered) are relative to the type area; if
dropped, same distance as a chapter head.
HalfTide Verso (HTv) All
options'
type size and leading: primary face, size
and leading is equal to the text size.
OptionsHTvl3placements: half tide verso place
ments (left, right or centered) are relative to the
type area.
OptionsHTv4,HTv5placements: text columns are
optically centered in the type area.
Tide (TL) Book's title all
options'
type size and leading: accent
face, size is equal to the text size x 3, set solid.
Book's author, publisher all
options'
type size and
leading: primary face, size equal to the text size + 2
points, leading increased proportionaUy.
Book's title, author adoptions without boxplace
ments: flush to the top of the type area.
Book's title,
author
options TL2, TL5, TL8, TL11
placements: dropped one and one-half lines of the
tide type inside a box the size of the type area.
Book'spublisheroptions TL2, TL5, TL8, TL11
placements: raised two lines of the publisher type
inside the box.
[105]






type size and leading: primary face, size is
text size - 1 point, leading reduced proportionafly.
All
options'
placements: flush to the bottom of the
type area; aU title verso placements (left, right or
centered) are relative to the type area.
Foreword's typography: by default, all the styles for
text paragraphs, chapter openings, subheads, etc.,
apply to the Foreword.
Preface (PF) Preface's typography: by default, all the styles for
text paragraphs, chapter openings, subheads, etc.,
apply to the Preface.
Contents (CN) All
options'
type size and leading: primary face, size
text size - 1 point, leading is increased by 2 points.
Options CN1-3: leader dots set in the primary type
face; size is text size - 2 points.
Introduction (IT) Introduction's typography: by default, all the styles for
text paragraphs, chapter openings, subheads, etc.,
apply to the Introduction.
Appendix (AP) OptionAPI's typography: all the styles for text para
graphs, chapter openings, subheads, etc., apply.
OptionsAP2's typography: by default, the type size
for text paragraphs, chapter openings, subheads,
etc. are reduced by 1 point; leading and spacings are
reduced proportionally.
Endnotes (EN) All type size and leading: primary face, size
is the text size - 1 point, leading is reduced propor
tionally; added spacewhen used is one-half line.
Bibliography (BI) All type size and leading: primary face, size
is the text size - 1 point, leading is reduced propor
tionally; added spacewhen used is one-half fine.
OptionsBIl, BI2 indents: one lead (a distance equiv
alent to the bibliography text's leading).
[106]




type size and leading: primary face, size
is the text size - 1 point, leading is reduced propor
tionally; term is set boldface; added space after each
glossary entry is one-half fine.
Option GLl: two blank lines between letters of the
alphabet.
Option GL2: between letters of the alphabet, one
and one-halfblank lines, initial letter set in the
accent face in the same size as the rest of the bibli
ography, followed by one-halfblank line.
Option GL3: between letters of the alphabet, one
and one-halfblank lines, initial letter set in the
accent face in the same size as the rest of the bibli
ography, followed by a V2-point rule and one-half
blank line.
Option GL4: no extra space between letters of the
alphabet.
Index (ID) Options ID1-3 type size and leading: primary face,
size is the text size - 2 points, leading is reduced
proportionally.
Options ID4-6 type size and leading: primary face,
size is the text size - 2 points, leading ofsubitems is
reduced proportionaUy; leading between items is
one-halffine.
Option 1D2, IDS: between letters of the alphabet,
one and one-halfblank lines, initial letter set in the
accent face in the same size as the rest of the bibli
ography, foUowed by one-halfblank line.
Option ID3, ID6: between letters of the alphabet,
one and one-halfblank lines, initial letter set in the
accent face in the same size as the rest of the bibfi-
ography, foUowed by a Vi-point rule and one-half
blank fine.
[107]
appendix b: bookmaker design options
TABLE 2 (CONTINUED)
Colophon (CO) All type size and leading: primary face, size
is the text size - 2 points, leading is reduced
pro-
portionaUy.
Options COl3placements: maintains existing drop
distance from the top of the type area; all colophon
placements (left, right or centered) are relative to
the type area.
Options C04-6placements: flush to the bottom of
the type area; aU colophon placements (left, right or







The BookMaker software conceptwas built into an interactiveMacromedia Director
presentation.This demonstration was shown to professionals in the graphics industry
who were asked to complete a questionnaire gauging their reactions. In this appendix
are screen captures taken from that demonstration that foUow the presentation step by
step. Explanatory text is included for each illustration to guide the reader through the
BookMaker book-design process.
The demonstration was presented on anApple Macintosh G3 laptop computer
with a 14-inch screen set to 1024 x 768 pixels and 24-bit color.The foUowing screen
captures are presented in black and white and reduced to about three-quarters of their
actual size.
[no]
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Reproduced in this appendix are the twenty questionnaires completed by the evalua
tion group ofgraphics-industry professionals.
[206]
About yourself
1 . Is your background mainly in:
HP graphic design ? production (including printing and pre-press) ? general publishing
2. Do you have any previous experience in book design or production? firyes u no
3. Before participating in the demonstration, how would have rated your knowledge of
a. typesetting terminology: H_ great amount ? some ? a little G none
b. book terminology: ? a great amount H some ? a little ? none
c. text readability issues: Ba great amount ? some ? a little ? none
4. After the software demonstration, do you feel that you have learned more about book design and production?
? yes, a great amount ? yes, some Eyes, a little ? no
About the BookMaker software demonstration
1 . Having seen the demonstration, would you consider using BookMaker for a book design/production job?
5# definitely ? maybe ? no j \>o$4ty^ fl<w ftd\A\A(M Ijo fi,f fr CkeX^ Cf*frfiAi**
2. Did the workflow from start to finish (setting the book dimensions first, type specifications next, and so on) seem
clear and logical? _fyes ? no
3. Did you feel that the amount of information presented on the screen at any step in the process was:
? too much to take in at once M enough to be understandable n not enough to be helpful to me
4. If you answered "too
much"
to the previous question, in what area(s) of the BookMaker software did you feel
that too much information was presented at one time?
5. Some of the warnings given by BookMaker were intended to prevent inappropriate choices from being made.
Did you find these warnings: ? too intrusive and unwelcome Erielpful ? unnecessary
6. When making choices from the Style and Book Parts options, did you feel that there were:
m too many options ? enough options ? not enough options $^b <vt^vvuf |-Vv JU<ru-c, CffmtftcA
CsA* '>*- ^" /^kv/JC-fl)
7. Did the appearance of the Style and Book Part thumbnail icons and their descriptions provide enough informa- ck*- y*t$
tion to allow decisions to be made? Eyes C no h LO




9. Could you see enough of the page being designed at any one time? Eyes ? no
10. What features would like to see added to BookMaker?
11. Did you feel that the capabilities of the software were: /
? too limited ? suitable only for very simple book projects (Srflexible enough for most book projects
12. Would you like to see the BookMaker approach applied to the design and production of any of these?
a. magazine pages: D yes Ufno
b. newspaper pages: IZfyes ? no
c. newsletters: Byes ? no
d. forms: (ayes D no
1 3. Please rate the importance of these features:
very somewhat not
important important important
a. step-by-step workflow: O ? D ? D
b. expert type face suggestions: H
c. book length display: ?
d. Style and Book Part checklists: eT
e. integration with QuarkXPress: H







? D ? a
D ? ? a
15. Overall, how useful did you find the software? BO excellent ? very good D fair ? poor
, s 1 Uy^T fytl ft
wpl<^ Iff*-*'
,
Pfi/vp&iM in^yct jyw&r 4$ t/os i&fthrfkJJfa\ iJi
<%**%






1 . Is your background mainly in:
^graphic design ? production (including printing and pre-press) ? general publishing
2. Do you have any previous experience in book design or production? jSTyes ? no
3. Before participating in the demonstration, how would have rated your knowledge of
a. typesetting terminology: Kfa great amount ? some ? a little ? none
b. book terminology: ? a great amount 3?fsome ? a little ? none
c. text readability issues: ^a great amount ? some ? a little ? none
4. After the software demonstration, do you feel that you have learned more about book design and production?
$ yes, a great amount ? yes, some ? yes, a little D no
About the BookMaker software demonstration
1 . Having seen the demonstration, would you consider using BookMaker for a book design/production job?
# definitely ? maybe D no ^-5#**? JT -^
'
+ebfej>piOK
2. Did the workflow from start to finish (setting the book dimensions first, type specifications next, and so on) seem
clear and logical? tStfyes ? no
3. Did you feel that the amount of information presented on the screen at any step in the process was:
? too much to take in at once ^ enough to be understandable ? not enough to be helpful to me
4. If you answered "too
much"
to the previous question, in what area(s) of the BookMaker software did you feel
that too much information was presented at one time?
5. Some of the warnings given by BookMaker were intended to prevent inappropriate choices from being made.




6. When making choices from the Style and Book Parts options, did you feel that there were:
? too many options Jg'enougl"1 options ? not enough options
7. Did the appearance of the Style and Book Part thumbnail icons and their descriptions provide enough informa
tion to allow decisions to be made? E^yes D no
&yfi&SC0.4y
(4/kfrt<s yattofrs a*. pfii/o/tx-V-^f
8. What single feature or capability of BookMaker stood out as being the most useful?
9. Could you see enough of the page being designed at any one time? ? yes J?no
1 0. What features would like to see added to BookMaker?
11. Did you feel that the capabilities of the software were:
? too limited D suitable only for very simple book projects JSfflexible enough for most book projects
12. Would you like to see the BookMaker approach applied to the design and production of any of these?
a. magazine pages: &fyes ? no
b. newspaper pages: ? yes ? no
c. newsletters: ? yes ? no
d. forms: fc[yes ? no
13. Please rate the importance of these features:
very
important
a. step-by-step workflow: lK
b. expert type face suggestions: ?
c. book length display: ?
d. Style and Book Part checklists: j__
e. integration with QuarkXPress: D
14. How would you rate BookMaker's overall ease of use? J& excellent ? very good ? fair ? poor
15. Overall, how useful did you find the software? ^excellent ? very good ? fair ? poor
somewhat not
important important
? ? a a
5* ? a a
# ? a a
? a D D
X a a ?
Thank you very much for your time and attention. Your help has been greatly appreciated!
About yourself
1 . Is your background mainly in:
Ig^graphic design G production (including printing and pre-press) 7 general publishing
2. Do you have any previous experience in book design or production? ? yes D no
3. Before participating in the demonstration, how would have rated your knowledge of
a. typesetting terminology: &"a"great amount D some ? a little ? none
b. book terminology: D a great amount IE-some D a little UJ none
c. text readability issues: E&gfgreat amount G some ? a little G none
4. After the software demonstration, do you feel that you have learned more about book design and production?
Pyes, a great amount ? yes, some ? yes, a little ? no
About the BookMaker software demonstration
1 . Having seen the demonstration, would you consider using BookMaker for a book design/production job?
S-raefinitely ? maybe G no
2. Did the workflow from start to finish (setting the book dimensions first, type specifications next, and so on) seem
clear and logical? l_fyes Q no
3. Did you feel that the amount of information presented on the screen at any step in the process was:
G too much to take in at once QPenough to be understandable G not enough to be helpful to me
4. If you answered "too
much"
to the previous question, in what area(s) of the BookMaker software did you feel
that too much information was presented at one time?
5. Some of the warnings given by BookMaker were intended to prevent/fappropriate choices from being made.
Did you find these warnings: G too intrusive and unwelcome ITJVfielpful Q unnecessary
6. When making choices fron-lhe Style and Book Parts options, did you feel that there were:
Q too many options BKenough options Q not enough options
7. Did the appearance of the Style and Book Part thumbnail icons and their descriptions provide enough informa
tion to allow decisions to be made? H yes Q no
8. What single feature or capability of BookMaker stood out as being the most useful?
. ip
"/^-/-fl-7--.- /_/ /-*?& r<z*Ki- $ er^c-<z7^[ -TMAT-^Ateycrcr^ ertz&^t&O,.
tSAjS/rrXAj
9. Could you see enough of the page being designed at any one time? IB-yeT ? no
10. What features would like to see added to BookMaker?
?
11. Did you feel that the capabilities of the software were: /
G too limited G suitable only for very simple book projects [.fflexible enough for most book projects
12. Would you like to see the BookMaker approach applied to the design and production of any of these?
a. magazine pages: ? yes Q no
b. newspaper pages: Q yes G no
c. newsletters: B-ye G no
d. forms: B"yes Q no
13. Please rate the importance of these features:
very
important
a. step-by-step workflow: \Sr ?
b. expert type face suggestions: G G
c. book length display: Er G
d. Style and Book Part checklists: Er G
e. integration with QuarkXPress: CSr Q
14. How would you rate BookMaker's overall ease of use? Oexcellent G very good G fair G poor









Thank you very much for your time and attention. Your help has been greatly appreciated!
About yourself
Is yi
2. Do you have any previous experience in book design or production? S^yes G no
1 . our background mainly in:
graphic design G production (including printing and pre-press) G general publishing
3. Before participating in the demonstration, how would have rated your knowledge of
a. typesetting terminology: E a great amount Q some Q a little Q none
b. book terminology: G a great amount B^some G a little G none
c. text readability issues: Si-a great amount Q some G a little Q none
4. After the software demonstration, do you feel that you have learned more about book design and production?
G yes, a great amount yes, some Q yes, a little G no
About the BookMaker software demonstration
1 . Having seen the demonstration, would you consider using BookMaker for a book design/production job?
lEaefinitely Q maybe G no
2. Did the workflow from start to finish (setting the book dimensions first, type specifications next, and so on) seem
clear and logical? I#yes G no
3. Did you feel that the amount of information presented on the screen at any step in the process was:
G too much to take in at once B enough to be understandable G not enough to be helpful to me
4. If you answered "too
much"
to the previous question, in what area(s) of the BookMaker software did you feel
that too much information was presented at one time?
5. Some of the warnings given by BookMaker were intended to prevent inappropriate choices from being made.
Did you find these warnings: G too intrusive and unwelcome (E helpful Q unnecessary
6. When making choices from the Style and Book Parts options, did you feel that there were:
G too many options Eenough options Q not enough options
7. Did the appearance of the Style and Book Part thumbnail icons and their descriptions provide enough informa
tion to allow decisions to be made? Styes G no
8. What single feature or capability of BookMaker stood out as being the most useful?
9. Could you see enough of the page being designed at any one time? ffifyes G no
10. What features would like to see added to BookMaker? , \




11. Did you feel that the capabilities of the software were:
D too limited Q suitable only for very simple book projects Srflexible enough for most book projects
12. Would you like to see the BookMaker approach applied to the design and production of any of these?
a. magazine pages: Q yes Eno
b. newspaper pages: S/yes Q no
c. newsletters: Q yes E'no
d. forms: B'yes Q no






b. expert type face suggestions: G
c. book length display: G
d. Style and Book Part checklists:
ffl^
e. integration with QuarkXPress: G
14. How would you rate BookMaker's overall ease of use? (.M^excellent G very good G fair G poor
15. Overall, how useful did you find the software? G excellent [_?very good G fair Q poor
important important
? G ? ?
G tf ? G
? &r ? G




Thank you very much for your time and attention. Your help has been greatly appreciated!
About yourself
1 . Is your background mainly in:
G graphic design '^production (including printing and pre-press) G general publishing
2. Do you have any previous experience in book design or production? Wyes G no
3. Before participating in the demonstration, how would have rated your knowledge of
a. typesetting terminology: G a great amount rS-some Q a little G none
b. book terminology: G a great amount 2 some G a little G none
c. text readability issues: G a great amount pTsome Q a little G none
4. After the software demonstration, do you feel that you have learned more about book design and production?
G yes, a great amount ^3Lyes, some Q yes, a little G no
About the BookMaker software demonstration
1 . Having seen the demonstration, would you consider using BookMaker for a book design/production job?
^definitely G maybe G no
2. Did the workflow from start to finish (setting the book dimensions first, type specifications next, and so on) seem
clear and logical? ^Lyes G no
3. Did you feel that the amount of information presented on the screen at any step in the process was:
G too much to take in at once ^.enough to be understandable G not enough to be helpful to me
4. If you answered "too
much"
to the previous question, in what area(s) of the BookMaker software did you feel
that too much information was presented at one time?
5. Some of the warnings given by BookMaker were intended to prevent inappropriate choices from being made.
Did you find these warnings: G too intrusive and unwelcome B helpful G unnecessary
6. When making choices from the Style and Book Parts options, did you feel that there were:
G too many options "^enough options G not enough options
7. Did the appearance of the Style and Book Part thumbnail icons and their descriptions provide enough informa
tion to allow decisions to be made? yes G no
8. What single feature or capability of BookMaker stood out as being the most useful?
9. Could you see enough of the page being designed at any one time? yes G no
10. What features would like to see added to BookMaker?
Foil Ose u'ith (kVD^I^A
11. Did you feel that the capabilities of the software were:
G too limited G suitable only for very simple book projects ^ flexible enough for most book projects
12. Would you like to see the BookMaker approach applied to the design and production of any of these?
a. magazine pages: 0 yes Q no
b. newspaper pages: B yes G no
c. newsletters: 0 yes G no
d. forms: ST yes Q no
13. Please rate the importance of these features:
very somewhat not
important important important
a. step-by-step workflow: 12 Q G Q G
b. expert type face suggestions: G J>if D Q O
c. book length display: "00000
d. Style and Book Part checklists: ^ O G D G
e. integration with QuarkXPress:
3"
O O O O
14. How would you rate BookMaker's overall ease of use? ^excellent G very good G fair Q poor
15. Overall, how useful did you find the software? ^excellent O very good O fair Q poor
Thank you very much for your time and attention. Your help has been greatly appreciated!
About yourself
1 . Is your background mainly in:
Co graphic design G production (including printing and pre-press) G general publishing
2. Do you have any previous experience in book design or production? G yes 0 no
3. Before participating in the dernpnstration, how would have rated your knowledge of
a. typesetting terminology: 0a great amount G some O a little O none
b. book terminology: G a great amount E'some O a little D none
c. text readability issues: \ya great amount O some O a little Q none
4. After the software demonstration, do you feel that you have learned more about book design and production?
G yes, a great amount [Byes, some G yes, a little G no
About the BookMaker software demonstration
1 . Haying seen the demonstration, would you consider using BookMaker for a book design/production job?
^definitely G maybe G no
2. Did the workflow frornstart to finish (setting the book dimensions first, type specifications next, and so on) seem
clear and logical? 0 yes G no
3. Did you feel that the amount of inforrpation presented on the screen at any step in the process was:
O too much to take in at once Henough to be understandable Q not enough to be helpful to me
4. If you answered "too
much"
to the previous question, in what area(s) of the BookMaker software did you feel
that too much information was presented at one time?
5. Some of the warnings given by BookMaker were intended to prevent inappropriate choices from being made.
Did you find these warnings: O too intrusive and unwelcome Q helpful Hunnecessary
6. When making choices from the Style and Book Parts options, did you feel that there were:
D too many options Henough options O not enough options
7. Did the appearance of the Style and
Book- Part thumbnail icons and their descriptions provide enough informa
tion to allow decisions to be made? Eyes D no
8. What single feature or capability of BookMaker stood out as being the most useful?
9. Could you see enough of the page being designed at any one time? C yes 0no
10. What features would like to see added to BookMaker?
11. Did you feel that the capabilities of the software were: ,
G too limited G suitable only for very simple book projects 0 flexible enough for most book projects
12. Would you like to see the BookMakgrf approach applied to the design and production of any of these?
a. magazine pages: G yes 54 no
b. newspaper pages: Q yes Hino
c. newsletters: Eyes O no
d. forms: Q-yes O no
13. Please rate the importance of these features:
very somewhat not
important important important
a. step-by-step workflow: ST O Q . Q G
b. expert type face suggestions: O O G_r O O
c. book length display: Ga O
y
O G O
d. Style and Book Part checklists: U/ 0 O D O
e. integration with QuarkXPress: 0 Q Q Q Q7
1 4. How would you rate BookMaker's overall ease of use? D excellent Every good G fair G poor
15. Overall, how useful did you find the software? G excellent H very good G fair Q poor
Thank you very much for your time and attention. Your help has been greatly appreciated!
About yourself
1 . Is your background mainly in:
D graphic design ^production (including printing and pre-press) G general publishing
2. Do you have any previous experience in book design or production? ^fyes Q no
3. Before participating in the demonstration, how would have rated your knowledge of
a. typesetting terminology: )f a great amount D some G a little G none
b. book terminology: Na great amount G some Q a little D none
c. text readability issues: G a great amount ^ some Q a little Q none
4. After the software demonstration, do you feel that you have learned more about book design and production?
G yes, a great amount "^ yes, some Q yes, a little D no
About the BookMaker software demonstration
1 . Having seen the demonstration, would you consider using BookMaker for a book design/production job?
G definitely ^maybe G no
2. Did the workflow from start to finish (setting the book dimensions first, type specifications next, and so on) seem
clear and logical? J^yes G no
3. Did you feel that the amount of information presented on the screen at any step in the process was:
G too much to take in at once k_fenough to be understandable O not enough to be helpful to me
4. If you answered "too
much"
to the previous question, in what area(s) of the BookMaker software did you feel
that too much information was presented at one time?
5. Some of the warnings given by BookMaker were intended to prevent inappropriate choices from being made.
Did you find these warnings: Q too intrusive and unwelcome J5sfhelpful G unnecessary
6. When making choices from the Style and Book Parts options, did you feel that there were:
Q too many options y$ enough options G not enough options
7. Did the appearance of the Style and Book Part thumbnail icons and their descriptions provide enough informa
tion to allow decisions to be made? 5fyes O no
8. What single feature or capability of BookMaker stood out as being the most useful?
9. Could you see enough of the page being designed at any one time? Wyes O no
10. What features would like to see added to BookMaker?
11. Did you feel that the capabilities of the software were:
G too limited O suitable only for very simple book projects (^flexible enough for most book projects
1 2. Would you like to see the BookMaker approach applied to the design and production of any of these?
a. magazine pages: ^ yes G no
b. newspaper pages: G yes O no
c. newsletters: O yes G no
d. forms: G yes G no
13. Please rate the importance of these features:
a. step-by-step workflow:
b. expert type face suggestions
c. book length display:
d. Style and Book Part checklists
e. integration with QuarkXPress:
14. How would you rate BookMaker's overall ease of use? G excellent J& very good G fair G poor
15. Overall, how useful did you find the software? Q excellent )5very good D fair Q poor
very somewhat not
important important important
O 0 & 0 O
: G 0 & 0 D
0 0 X 0 D
: : 0 0 X 0 0
X 0 0 0 0
Thank you very much for your time and attention. Your help has been greatly appreciated!
a
About yourself
1 . Is your background mainly in:
G graphic design Q production (including printing and pre-press) Qrgeneral publishing
2. Do you have any previous experience in book design or production? O yes feno
3. Before participating in the demonstration, how would have rated your knowledge of
a. typesetting terminology: O a great amount i_/some O a little O none
b. book terminology: O a great amount G some Q3ra little Q none
c. text readability issues: Q a great amount G some [I/a little G none
4. After the software demonstration, do you feel that you have learned more about book design and production?
Styes, a great amount Q yes, some G yes, a little G no
About the BookMaker software demonstration
1 . Haying seen the demonstration, would you consider using BookMaker for a book design/production job?
M definitely G maybe G no
2. Did the workflow from start to finish (setting the book dimensions first, type specifications next, and so on) seem
clear and logical? BZyes D no
3. Did you feel that the amount of information presented on the screen at any step in the process was:
G too much to take in at once [cfenough to be understandable G not enough to be helpful to me
4. If you answered "too
much"
to the previous question, in what area(s) of the BookMaker software did you feel
that too much information was presented at one time?
5. Some of the warnings given by BookMaker were intended to prevent inappropriate choices from being made.
Did you find these warnings: O too intrusive and unwelcome LSmelpful Q unnecessary
6. When making choices from the Style and Book Parts options, did you feel that there were:
O too many options [^enough options O not enough options
7. Did the appearance of the Style and Book-Part thumbnail icons and their descriptions provide enough informa
tion to allow decisions to be made? Styes Q no
8. What single feature or capability of BookMaker stood out as being the most useful?
9. Could you see enough of the page being designed at any one time? 3-yes O no
10. What features would like to see added to BookMaker?
^<-wmp4Vui-j -4-m- Add PV-tVq's e-fc, t
1 1 . Did you feel that the capabilities of the software were:
D too limited O suitable only for very simple book projects ffl^exible
enough for most book projects
12. Would you like to see the BookMaker approach applied to the
design and production of any of these?
a. magazine pages: Styes O no
b. newspaper pages: sKes O no
c. newsletters: Styes D no
d. forms: ffi^yes O no
13. Please rate the importance of these features:
very somewhat not
important important important
a. step-by-step workflow: O m
GOG
b. expert type face suggestions: S/ O O O O
c. book length display: fcf, G O O O
d. Style and Book Part checklists: G_f G O O O
e. integration with QuarkXPress: / G O O O
14. How would you rate BookMaker's overall ease of use? [&/excellent G very good O fair G poor
15. Overall, how useful did you find the software? G excellent (B'very good G fair G poor
Thank you very much for your time and attention. Your help has been greatly appreciated!
1
About yourself
1 . Is your background mainly in:
^graphic design G production (including printing and pre-press) G general publishing
2. Do you have any previous experience in book design or production?-|c/es /\no
3. Before participating in the demonstration, how would have rated your knowledge of
a. typesetting terminology: J&a great amount D some O a little Q none
b. book terminology: G a great amount Q some ^sfa little G none
c. text readability issues: J3j"i great amount G some D a little Q none
4. After the software demonstration, do you feel that you have learned more about book design and production?
G yes, a great amount }^fyes, some G yes, a little Q no
About the BookMaker software demonstration
1 . Having seen the demonstration, would you consider using BookMaker for a book design/production job?
^definitely G maybe G no
2. Did the workflow from start to finish (setting the book dimensions first, type specifications next, and so on) seem
clear and logical? JStVes G no
3. Did you feel that the amount of information presented on the screen at any step in the process was:
G too much to take in at once ^[enough to be understandable Q not enough to be helpful to me
4. If you answered "too
much"
to the previous question, in what area(s) of the BookMaker software did you feel
that too much information was presented at one time?
5. Some of the warnings given by BookMaker were intended to prevent inappropriate choices from being made.
Did you find these warnings: G too intrusive and unwelcome ^fhelpful O unnecessary
6. When making choices from the Style and Book Parts options, did you feel that there were:
G too many options ^(enough options Q not enough options
7. Did the appearance of the Style and Book Part thumbnail icons and their descriptions provide enough informa
tion to allow decisions to be made? ^yes D no
8. What single feature or capability of BookMaker stood out as being the most useful?
Al'Juii:s-om\? all 4lfi duilV "m AflkW)! \jaux Jsp/r-Jtu t^aaMlt^rj _
9. Could you see enough of the page being designed at any one time?,^Q!yes G no
10. What features would like to see added to BookMaker?
S^wfe-V-dcfa-i
11. Did you feel that the capabilities of the software were:
G too limited O suitable only for very simple book projects ^flexible enough for most book projects
12. Would you like to see the BookMaker approach applied to the design and production of any of these?
a. magazine pages: J_J yes O no
b. newspaper pages: pyes O no >rf
c. newsletters: ^lyes Q no -SU.--2- o
d. forms: ^)yes G no
13. Please rate the importance of these features:
very somewhat not
important important important
a. step-by-step workflow: ^1 G D G O
b. expert type face suggestions: ^OOOO
c. book length display: O JjSf O G O
d. Style and Book Part checklists: "^ O O O O
e. integration with QuarkXPress: "jf% O O G O
14. How would you rate BookMaker's overall ease of use?^ excellent D very good Q fair Q poor
15. Overall, how useful did you find the software? ^excellent O very good G fair O poor
Thank you very much for your time and attention. Your help has been greatly appreciated!
10
About yourself
1 . Is your background mainly in:
^ graphic design G production (including printing and pre-press) G general publishing
2. Do you have any previous experience in book design or production? Q yes j8*po
3. Before participating in the demonstration, how would have rated your knowledge of
a. typesetting terminology: <S.a great amount O some G a little O none
b. book terminology: D a great amount Q some && little G none
c. text readability issues: 5*a great amount O some G a little O none
4. After the software demonstration, do you feel that you have learned more about book design and production?
G yes, a great amount Jg yes, some G yes, a little O no
About the BookMaker software demonstration
1 . Having seen the demonstration, would you consider using BookMaker for a book design/production job?
% definitely C maybe G no
2. Did the workflow from start to finish (setting the book dimensions first, type specifications next, and so on) seem
clear and logical? Kjyes Q no
3. Did you feel that the amount of information presented on the screen at any step in the process was:
G too much to take in at once ^'enough to be understandable D not enough to be helpful to me
4. If you answered "too
much"
to the previous question, in what area(s) of the BookMaker software did you feel
that too much information was presented at one time?
5. Some of the warnings given by BookMaker were intended to prevent inappropriate choices from being made.
Did you find these warnings: O too intrusive and unwelcome ^helpful G unnecessary
6. When making choices from the Style and Book Parts options, did you feel that there were:
G too many options ^enough options Q not enough options
7. Did the appearance of the Style and Book Part thumbnail icons and their descriptions provide enough informa
tion to allow decisions to be made? Xyes O no
8. What single feature or capability of BookMaker stood out as being the most useful?
pAi-s MM-M-fr-H2- 7AU-M h*> Vou MrSte frtTM^ic-n^
9. Could you see enough of the page being designed at any one time? iXyes Q no
10. What features would like to see added to BookMaker?
dtpen- Trie gpTio-j -p Ekx-o^ Titt? fte^rMe-^ e*-n. f*>r*rz. t^nrn
Tit"
FncEAfrg
11. Did you feel that the capabilities of the software were:
G too limited Q suitable only for very simple book projects "^flexible enough for most book projects
12. Would you like to see the BookMaker approach applied to the design and production of any of these?
a. magazine pages: t?[yes O no
b. newspaper pages: Myes O no
c. newsletters: ^yes G no
d. forms: yes G no
13. Please rate the importance of these features:
very
important
a. step-by-step workflow: ^
b. expert type face suggestions: G
c. book length display: Jg
d. Style and Book Part checklists: O
e. integration with QuarkXPress: G
14. How would you rate BookMaker's overall ease of use? Sisexcellent Q very good O fair Q poor
15. Overall, how useful did you find the software? pSfexcellent D very good O fair ? poor
somewhat not
important important
G 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 D 0 0
;b 0 ? c
& ? 0 G
Thank you very much for your time and attention. Your help has been greatly appreciated!
About yourself
1 . Is your background mainly in: /
Q graphic design G production (including printing and pre-press) Wj general publishing
2. Do you have any previous experience in book design or production? v^fyes Q no
3. Before participating in the demonstration, how would have rated your knowledge of
a. typesetting terminology: Q a great amount AM-Tsome G a little O none
b. book terminology: G a great amount >|2some G a little D none
c. text readability issues: -?"a great amount Q some G a little Q none
4. After the software demonstration, do you feel that you have learned more about book design and production?
G yes, a great amount Myes, some G yes, a little O no
About the BookMaker software demonstration
1 . Having seen the demonstration, would you consider using BookMaker for a book design/production job?
(Z definitely D maybe Q no
2. Did the workflow from-ffart to finish (setting the book dimensions first, type specifications next, and so on) seem
clear and logical? Eyes G no
3. Did you feel that the amount of inforradtion presented on the screen at any step in the process was:
G too much to take in at once -\P/enough to be understandable Q not enough to be helpful to me
4. If you answered "too
much"
to the previous question, in what area(s) of the BookMaker software did you feel
that too much information was presented at one time?
5. Some of the warnings given by BookMaker were intended to prevepKnappropriate choices from being made.
Did you find these warnings: G too intrusive and unwelcome yjfi\lelpful G unnecessary
6. When making choices from the Style and Book Parts options, did you feel that there were:
G too many options H'enough options Q not enough options
7. Did the appearance of the Style and Book Part thumbnail icons and their descriptions provide enough informa
tion to allow decisions to be made? iZfyes G no
8. What single feature or capability of BookMaker stood out as being the most useful?
9. Could you see enough of the page being designed at any one time? i/iZyes G no
10. What features would like to see added to BookMaker?
ml
-/t
1 1 . Did you feel that the capabilities of the software were:
y
O too limited O suitable only for very simple book projects ^Oflexible enough for most book projects
12. Would you like to see the BookMaker approach applied to the design and production of any of these?
a. magazine pages: ^fyes Q no
b. newspaper pages: fc0"yes O no
c. newsletters: 0yes Q no
d. forms: JZfyes O no
13. Please rate the importance of these features:
very
important
a. step-by-step workflow: hq O
b. expert type face suggestions: l&f O
c. book length display: Sell Q
d. Style and Book Part checklists: ^\^ O








;? 0excel14. How would you rate BookMaker's overall ease of use excellent G very good G fair O poor
15. Overall, how useful did you find the software? Excellent O very good O fair G poor




1 . Is your background mainly in:
Q graphic design ^.production (including printing and pre-press) G general publishing
2. Do you have any previous experience in book design or production? XI yes G no
3. Before participating in the demonstration, how would have rated your knowledge of
a. typesetting terminology: Z? a great amount G some O a little Q none
b. book terminology: G a great amount O some SL a little O none
c. text readability issues: O a great amount JSfsome Da little G none
4. After the software demonstration, do you feel that you have learned more about book design and production?
G yes, a great amount J^yes, some G yes, a little O no
About the BookMaker software demonstration
1 . Having seen the demonstration, would you consider using BookMaker for a book design/production job?
gfdefinitely Q maybe G no
2. Did the workflow from start to finish (setting the book dimensions first, type specifications next, and so on) seem
clear and logical? iSyes Q no
3. Did you feel that the amount of information presented on the screen at any step in the process was:
Q too much to take in at once STenough to be understandable G not enough to be helpful to me
4. If you answered "too
much"
to the previous question, in what area(s) of the BookMaker software did you feel
that too much information was presented at one time?
5. Some of the warnings given by BookMaker were intended to prevent inappropriate choices from being made.
Did you find these warnings: C too intrusive and unwelcome J5helpful O unnecessary
6. When making choices from the Style and Book Parts options, did you feel that there were:
G too many options ^enough options Q not enough options
7. Did the appearance of the Style and Book Part thumbnail icons and their descriptions provide enough informa
tion to allow decisions to be made? 'Siyes O no
8. What single feature or capability of BookMaker stood out as being the most useful?
9. Could you see enough of the page being designed at any one time? E_^es O no





11. Did you feel that the capabilities of the software were:
Q too limited Q suitable only for very simple book projects "& flexible enough for most book projects
12. Would you like to see the BookMaker approach applied to the design and production of any of these?
a. magazine pages: O yes K no




d. forms: Q yes l^no
13. Please rate the importance of these features:
very
important
a. step-by-step workflow: ^
b. expert type face suggestions: gf
c. book length display: gf
d. Style and Book Part checklists: J5
e. integration with QuarkXPress: ,3
14. How would you rate BookMaker's overall ease of use? O excellent [Every good Q fair Q poor
15. Overall, how useful did you find the software? SH excellent G very good G fair C poor
somewhat not
important important
G 0 0 O
? G o ?
? 0 D G
G 0 O O
G D 0 G
Thank you very much for your time and attention. Your help has been greatly appreciated!
About yourself
1 . Is your background rrainly in:
G graphic design 0 production (including printing and pre-press) Q general publishing
2. Do you have any previous experience in book design or production? D yes -!Tno
3. Before participating in the demopstration, how would have rated your knowledge of
a. typesetting terminology: 0a great amount G some O a little O none
b. book terminology: Q a great amount Eiisome D a little G none
c. text readability issues: G a great amount Ersome G a little Q none
4. After the software demonstration, do you feel that you have learned more about book design and production?
Q yes, a great amount Ety'es, some O yes, a little G no
About the BookMaker software demonstration
1 . Having seen the demonstration, would you consider using BookMaker for a book design/production job?
Haefinitely G maybe G no
2. Did the workflow from stgrt to finish (setting the book dimensions first, type specifications next, and so on) seem
clear and logical? ETyes G no
3. Did you feel that the amount of information presented on the screen at any step in the process was:
G too much to take in at once ETenough to be understandable Q not enough to be helpful to me
4. If you answered "too
much"
to the previous question, in what area(s) of the BookMaker software did you feel
that too much information was presented at one time?
5. Some of the warnings given by BookMaker were intended to preverrtjnappropriate choices from being made.
Did you find these warnings: Q too intrusive and unwelcome M_rhelpful O unnecessary
6. When making choices frorr-ihe Style and Book Parts options, did you feel that there were:
G too many options 0enough options Q not enough options
7. Did the appearance of the Style and BookP_art thumbnail icons and their descriptions provide enough informa
tion to allow decisions to be made? 0^es D no
8. What single feature or capability of BookMaker stood out as being the most useful?
9. Could you see enough of the page being designed at any one time? Byes l. no
10. What features would like to see added to BookMaker?
1 1 . Did you feel that the capabilities of the software were:
^
O too limited G suitable only for very simple book projects Inflexible enough for most book projects
1 2. Would you like to see the BookMaker approach applied to the design and production of any of these?
a. magazine pages: Styes O no
b. newspaper pages: G yes ETno
c. newsletters: 0-yes G no
d. forms: Q yes STno





b. expert type face suggestions: G
c. book length display: n
d. Style and Book Part checklists:
H-^









? 0 0 0
? 0 ? 0
? G G 0
14. How would you rate BookMaker's overall ease of use? O excellent ETverygood D fair ? poor
15. Overall, how useful did you find the software? O excellent Svery good G fair O poor
Thank you very much for your time and attention. Your help has been greatly appreciated!
' f
About yourself
1 . Is your background mainly in:
^graphic design O production (including printing and pre-press) G general publishing
2. Do you have any previous experience in book design or production? lfyes G no
3. Before participating in the demonstration, how would have rated your knowledge of
a. typesetting terminology: f_-t a great amount O some O a little O none
b. book terminology: G a great amount ^some Q a little O none
c. text readability issues: ^3. a great amount Q some O a little O none
4. After the software demonstration, do you feel that you have learned more about book design and production?
Q yes, a great amount G yes, some "Jj-Tyes, a little G no
About the BookMaker software demonstration
1 . Having seen the demonstration, would you consider using BookMaker for a book design/production job?
^definitely G maybe G no
2. Did the workflow from start to finish (setting the book dimensions first, type specifications next, and so on) seem
clear and logical? ^_fyes O no
3. Did you feel that the amount of information presented on the screen at any step in the process was:
G too much to take in at once /Q enough to be understandable D not enough to be helpful to me
4. If you answered "too
much"
to the previous question, in what area(s) of the BookMaker software did you feel
that too much information was presented at one time?
5. Some of the warnings given by BookMaker were intended to prevent inappropriate choices from being made.
Did you find these warnings: O too intrusive and unwelcome S3 helpful Q unnecessary
6. When making choices from the Style and Book Parts options, did you feel that there were:
Q too many options ^enough options G not enough options
7. Did the appearance of the Style and Book Part thumbnail icons and their descriptions provide enough informa
tion to allow decisions to be made? Izfyes G no
8. What single feature or capability of BookMaker stood out as being the most useful?
"7i/ft/ fao /*>o/a Af/As S-/v/<"t Aa/6 77/pa, /AiSi^/u sttl 6)y+/ r/ 6Jou/b /*> //&> ,
9. Could you see enough of the page being designed at any one time? ^yes G no
10. What features would like to see added to BookMaker?
]J^-ti0
11. Did you feel that thp capabilities of the software were:
G too limited ^jsuitable only for very simple book projects Q flexible enough for most book projects
1 2. Would you like to see the BookMaker approach applied to the design and production of any of these?
a. magazine pages: D yes ^_Tno
b. newspaper pages:_^fyesG no
c. newsletters: J^yes 0 no
d. forms: ^-Siyes G no
13. Please rate the importance of these features:
very somewhat not
important important important
a. step-by-step workflow: O 1_f O O Q
b. expert type face suggestions: ^f O O G O
c. book length display: O ^ O O O
d. Style and Book Part checklists: O. -^ O G O
e. integration with QuarkXPress: *J8 O G O O
14. How would you rate BookMaker's overall ease of use?^excellent G very good G fair G poor
15. Overall, how useful did you find the software? ^excellent O very good D fair G poor
Thank you very much for your time and attention. Your help has been greatly appreciated!
About yourself
1 . Is your background m~inly in:
? graphic design E production (including printing and pre-press) G gene/al publishing
2. Do you have any previous experience in book design or production? [2yes G no
3. Before participating in the demonstration, how would have rated your knowledge of
a. typesetting terminology: Zl/9 great amount G some Q a little D none
b. book terminology: 2j a great amount G some G a little G none
c. text readability issues: G a great amount 5? some ? a little G none
4. After the software demonstration, do you feel that you have learned more about book design and production?
Q yes, a great amount G yes, some 0 yes, a little O no
About the BookMaker software demonstration
1 . Having seen the demonstration, would you consider using BookMaker for a book design/production job?
Sj definitely D maybe G no
2. Did the workflow from'start to finish (setting the book dimensions first, type specifications next, and so on) seem
clear and logical? E yes G no
3. Did you feel that the amount of infocmation presented on the screen at any step in the process was:
G too much to take in at once 0 enough to be understandable G not enough to be helpful to me
4. If you answered "too
much"
to the previous question, in what area(s) of the BookMaker software did you feel
that too much information was presented at one time?
5. Some of the warnings given by BookMaker were intended to preve/ft inappropriate choices from being made.
Did you find these warnings: D too intrusive and unwelcome 0 helpful Q unnecessary
6. When making choices from the Style and Book Parts options, did you feel that there were:
Q too many options K enough options G not enough options
7. Did the appearance of the Style and Book Part thumbnail icons and their descriptions provide enough informa
tion to allow decisions to be made? E yes G no
8. What single feature or capability of BookMaker stood out as being the most useful?
3e-7/wa u/* dyk?>
9. Could you see enough of the page being designed at any one time? Eyes O no
10. What features would like to see added to BookMaker?
avthty to tudttd*. imcx^es cxmJ c^Mns
11. Did you feel that the capabilities of the software were:
O too limited Q suitable only for very simple book projects Inflexible enough for most book projectsB' il
1 2. Would you like to see the BerakMaker approach applied to the design and production of any of these?
a. magazine pages: Byes D no
b. newspaper pages: O yes O no
c. newsletters: G yes D no
d. forms: G yes G no
13. Please rate the importance of these features:
very somewhat not
important important important
a. step-by-step workflow: izf U / O Q O
b. expert type face suggestions: O / m O Q O
c. book length display: m/sH O D Q
d. Style and Book Part checklists: &/ G O G O
e. integration with QuarkXPress: 0 O O O O
14. How would you rate BookMaker's overall ease of use? G excellent Every good Qfair G poor
15. Overall, how useful did you find the software? Q excellent O very good O fair C poor
Thank you very much for your time and attention. Your help has been greatly appreciated!
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About yourself
1 . Is your background mainly in: .
G graphic design G production (including printing and pre-press) 5/general publishing
2. Do you have any previous experience in book design or production? "^sfyes G no
3. Before participating in the demonstration, how would have rated your knowledge of
a. typesetting terminology:^a great amount G some G a little O none
b. book terminology: G a great amount ^some G a little Q none
c. text readability issues: G a great amount Msome G a little Q none
4. After the software demonstration, do you feel that you have learned more about book design and production?
^yes, a great amount G yes, some O yes, a little O no
About the BookMaker software demonstration
1 . Having seen the demonstration, would you consider using BookMaker for a book design/production job?
^yefinitely G maybe G no
2. Did the workflow from start to finish (setting the book dimensions first, type specifications next, and so on) seem
clear and logical? ^^es G no
3. Did you feel that the amount of information presented on the screen at any step in the process was:
Q too much to take in at once J^nough to be understandable O not enough to be helpful to me
4. If you answered "too
much"
to the previous question, in what area(s) of the BookMaker software did you feel
that too much information was presented at one time?
5. Some of the warnings given by BookMaker were intended to prevent inappropriate choices from being made.
Did you find these warnings: Q too intrusive and unwelcome ^^helpful G unnecessary
6. When making choices from the Style and Book Parts options, did you feel that there were:
D too many options ^Qsnough options O not enough options
7. Did the appearance of the Style and Book Part thumbnail icons and their descriptions provide enough infor
tion to allow decisions to be made? S^yes G no
8. What single feature or capability of BookMaker stood out as being the most useful?
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9. Could you see enougTr of the page being designed at any one time? ijfyes G no /
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10. What features would like to see added to BookMaker?
11. Did you feel that the capabilities of the software were: -
O too limited G suitable only for very simple book projects Mftexible enough for most book projects
12. Would you like to see the BookMaker approach applied to the design and production of any of these?
a. magazine pages: j2_yes O no
b. newspaper pages: j3Cyes D no
c. newsletters: Styes G no ^_





13. Please rate the importance of these features:
very somewhat not
important important important
a. step-by-step workflow: ^2k Q G D O
b. expert type face suggestions: ~^0LD G O G G
c. book length display: ^ 0 0 0 G
d. Style and Book Part checklists: ;& Q D G G
e. integration with QuarkXPress: ^ O O O G
14. How would you rate BookMaker's overall ease of use? ^excellent G very good D fair O poor
15. Overall, how useful did you find the software? ^excellent O very good G fair Q poor
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1 . Is your background mainly in:
G graphic design ^production (including printing and pre-press) G general publishing
2. Do you have any previous experience in book design or production? Q yes E2tio
3. Before participating in the demonstration, how would have rated your knowledge of
a. typesetting terminology: G a great amount G some B2/a little G none
b. book terminology: ? a great amount G some D a-Httle Bnone
c. text readability issues: G a great amount G some la a little G none
4. After the software demonstration, do you feel that you have learned more about book design and production?
.-fyes, a great amount G yes, some D yes, a little G no
About the BookMaker software demonstration
1 . Having seen the demonstration, would you consider using BookMaker for a book design/production job?
Saefinitely G maybe G no
2. Did the workflow fronr>start to finish (setting the book dimensions first, type specifications next, and so on) seem
clear and logical? SB yes D no
3. Did you feel that the amount of infopmation presented on the screen at any step in the process was:
G too much to take in at once S enough to be understandable O not enough to be helpful to me
4. If you answered "too
much"
to the previous question, in what area(s) of the BookMaker software did you feel
that too much information was presented at one time?
5. Some of the warnings given by BookMaker were intended to prevent inappropriate choices from being made.
Did you find these warnings: G too intrusive and unwelcome aihelpful G unnecessary
6. When making choices frofa-the Style and Book Parts options, did you feel that there were:
G too many options S enough options O not enough options
7. Did the appearance of the Style and Book Part thumbnail icons and their descriptions provide enough informa
tion to allow decisions to be made? H'yes G no
8. What single feature or capability of BookMaker stood out as being the most useful?
9. Could you see enough of the page being designed at any one time? H^yes G no
10. What features would like to see added to BookMaker?
11. Did you feel that the capabilities of the software were:
G too limited [3 suitable only for very simple book projects O flexible enough for most book projects
12. Would you like to see the BookMaker approach applied to the design and production of any of these?
a. magazine pages: 3yes O no
b. newspaper pages: SZ yes G no
0 newsletters: G yes O no
d. forms: G yes G no




b. expert type face suggestions:
0 book length display:
d. Style and Book Part checklists:


























15. Overall, how useful did you find the software? E_fexcellent O very good O fair G poorSe
Thank you very much for your time and attention. Your help has been greatly appreciated!
izr
About yourself
1 . Is your background mainly in:
G graphic design G production (including printing and pre-press) ^general publishing
2. Do you have any previous experience in book design or production? G yes % no
3. Before participating in the demonstration, how would have rated your knowledge of
a. typesetting terminology: O a great amount C some $&a little G none
b. book terminology: G a great amount G some 0.a little G none
c. text readability issues: G a great amount ^some G a little Q none
4. After the software demonstration, do you feel that you have learned more about book design and production?
yes, a great amount G yes, some O yes, a little O no
About the BookMaker software demonstration
1 . Having seen the demonstration, would you consider using BookMaker for a book design/production job?
[ definitely G maybe G no
2. Did the workflow from start to finish (setting the book dimensions first, type specifications next, ahd so on) seem
clear and logical? Wyes O no
3. Did you feel that the amount of information presented on the screen at any step in the process was:
G too much to take in at once pkenough to be understandable G not enough to be helpful to me
4. If you answered "too
much"
to the previous question, in what area(s) of the BookMaker software did you feel
that too much information was presented at one time?
5. Some of the warnings given by BookMaker were intended to prevent inappropriate choices from being made.
Did you find these warnings: G too intrusive and unwelcome fc^helpful G unnecessary
6. When making choices from the Style and Book Parts options, did you feel that there were:
O too many options [)\enough options O not enough options
7. Did the appearance of the Style and Book Part thumbnail icons and their descriptions provide enough informa
tion to allow decisions to be made? *&yes G no
8. What single feature or capability of BookMaker stood out as being the most useful?
S-^JiiZe _<dbJl k- iks^ n^riuSU*^
9. Could you see enough of the page being designed at any one time? fe'yes G no
10. What features would like to see added to BookMaker?
11. Did you feel that the capabilities of the software were:
G too limited Q suitable only for very simple book projects K[ flexible enough for most book projects
12. Would you like to see the BookMaker approach applied to the design and production of any of these?
a. magazine pages: ^yes O no
b. newspaper pages: W yes O no
c. newsletters: fyes O no
d. forms: Ef yes G no
13. Please rate the importance of these features:
very somewhat not
important important important
a. step-by-step workflow: $i Q Q O O
b. expert type face suggestions: G $ O G O
c. book length display: $ O ? 0 G
d. Style and Book Part checklists: O $ G O O
e. integration with QuarkXPress: ^_ G O O O
1 4. How would you rate BookMaker's overall ease of use? $ excellent G very good Q fair G poor
15. Overall, how useful did you find the software? [^excellent O very good D fair O poor
Thank you very much for your time and attention. Your help has been greatly appreciated!
l<-
About yourself
1 . Is your background mainly in:
G graphic design G production (including printing and pre-press)
~
general publishing
2. Do you have any previous experience in book design or production? K yes G no
3. Before participating in the demonstration, how would have rated your knowledge of
a. typesetting terminology: IS a great amount Q some Q a little O none
b. book terminology: G a great amount S3 some G a little O none
c. text readability issues: G a great amount U3 some G a little G none
4. After the software demonstration, do you feel that you have learned more about book design and production?
G yes, a great amount G yes, some O yes, a little O no
About the BookMaker software demonstration
1 . Having seen the demonstration, would you consider using BookMaker for a book design/production job?
S3 definitely G maybe G no
2. Did the workflow from start to finish (setting the book dimensions first, type specifications next, and so on) seem
clear and logical? K yes G no
3. Did you feel that the amount of information presented on the screen at any step in the process was:
O too much to take in at once 53 enough to be understandable G not enough to be helpful to me
4. If you answered "too
much"
to the previous question, in what area(s) of the BookMaker software did you feel
that too much information was presented at one time?
5. Some of the warnings given by BookMaker were intended to prevent inappropriate choices from being made.
Did you find these warnings: G too intrusive and unwelcome K helpful G unnecessary
6. When making choices from the Style and Book Parts options, did you
feel that there were:
G too many options K enough options G not enough options
7. Did the appearance of the Style and Book Part thumbnail icons and their descriptions provide enough informa
tion to allow decisions to be made? S yes G no
8. What single feature or capability of BookMaker stood out as being the most useful?
9. Could you see enough of the page being designed at any one time? I^yes Q no
10. What features would like to see added to BookMaker?
-W.t-<-Yvo(
-fW-j-w-st-ep )f\strgof(gAS W g^ks 4 ?Xfl7.l< &As jabs . -f-> cWc^.
11. Did you feel that the capabilities of the software were:
G too limited G suitable only for very simple book projects $ flexible enough for most book projects
1 2. Would you like to see the BookMaker approach applied to the design and production of any of these?
a. magazine pages: Kl yes G no
b. newspaper pages: IS yes Q no
c. newsletters: S yes O no
d. fomnsT^ J2 yes G no
13. Please rate the importance of these features:
very somewhat not
important important important
a. step-by-step workflow: B O Q O O
b. expert type face suggestions: G K! O G O
c. book length display: 0 0 0 0 0
d. Style and Book Part checklists: O Kl O O O
e. integration with QuarkXPress: Kl O G O Q
14. How would you rate BookMaker's overall ease of use? O excellent g) very good O fair O poor
15. Overall, how useful did you find the software? Kl excellent 0 very good Ofair O poor
Thank you very much for your time and attention. Your help has been greatly appreciated!
About yourself
1 . Is your background mainly in:
jZ) graphic design C production (including printing and pre-press) C general publishing
2. Do you have any previous experience in book design or production? jZfyes Q no
3. Before participating in the demonstration, how would have rated your knowledge of
a. typesetting terminology: yfa great amount D some G a little G none
b. book terminology: zfa great amount O some G a little O none
c. text readability issues: /_f a great amount G some G a little G none
4. After the software demonstration, do you feel that you have learned more about book design and production?
O yes, a great amount j yes, some O yes, a little O no
About the BookMaker software demonstration
1 . Having seen the demonstration, would you consider using BookMaker for a book design/production job?
J^ definitely D maybe G no
2. Did the workflow from start to finish (setting the book dimensions first, type specifications next, and so on) seem
clear and logical? l yes G no
3. Did you feel that the amount of information presented on the screen at any step in the process was:
G too much to take in at once EJ enough to be understandable O not enough to be helpful to me
4. If you answered "too
much"
to the previous question, in what area(s) of the BookMaker software did you feel
that too much information was presented at one time?
5. Some of the warnings given by BookMaker were intended to prevent inappropriate choices from being made.
Did you find these warnings: O too intrusive and unwelcome IZf helpful O unnecessary
6. When making choices from the Style and Book Parts options, did you feel that there were:
O too many options jZ5 enough options G not enough options
7'. Did the appearance of the Style and Book Part thumbnail icons and their descriptions provide enough informa
tion to allow decisions to be made? 0 yes G no
8. What single feature or capability of BookMaker stood out as being the most useful?
9. Could you see enough of the page being designed at any one time? (2 yes G no
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11. Did you feel that the capabilities of the software were:
O too limited G suitable only for very simple book projects jzfflexible enough for most book projects
12. Would you like to see the BookMaker approach applied to the design and production of any of these?
a. magazine pages: \ yes G no
b. newspaper pages: tZf yes O no
c. newsletters: 0 yes O no .




13. Please rate the importance of these features:
very somewhat not
important important important
a. step-by-step workflow: J?\ Q O G O
b. expert type face suggestions: JZl Q O G O
c. book length display: O JS O O O
d. Style and Book Part checklists: JZl O D O O
e. integration with QuarkXPress: Jti G D Q O
14. How would you rate BookMaker's overall ease of use? jfi excellent O very good D fair a poor
15. Overall, how useful did you find the software? ^excellent G very good G fair G poor
Thank you very much for your time and attention. Your help has been greatly appreciated!
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